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ABSTRACT 

The Sydney Mines Formation (SMF) forms the upper unit of the Late Carboniferous, 
Westphalian D to Stephanian A, Morien Group- correlative regionally with the Cumberland Group. The 
lower Sydney Mines Formation was st4died, and is intermittently exposed in the Sydney area over a 
distance of 45 km along depositional strike. It forms part of the onshore component and southern limit 
of the Sydney Basin. The lower SMF exhibits cyclothems bounded by coal seams. The SMF 
commences with the Emery seam cyclothem interval where it rests on the underlying South Bar 
Formation (SBF). The SMF thickens and, therefore, is expanded to include the underlying Gardiner and 
McRury seam cyclothem intervals, in the Glace Bay Syncline area, where the SMF rests on the Waddens 
Cove Formation (WCF). The highest interval studied is capped by the lower leaf of the Bouthillier seam. 
Twenty channel bodies, up to 18.6 m thick, were studied in sea cliffs using photomosaic tracings. 

Seven channel body groups were recognised. Group A comprises multi-storey bodies that were 
deposited from large sandy bedload systems with low s;nuosity (braided) channel planforms; some may 
be valley fills. Group B comprises planar sand sheets and within-channel bars formed in low sinuosity, 
sand-flat systems. Group C has lateral accretion surfaces and ridge-and-swale topography, and 
represents sinuous mixed-load (C1) and suspended load (C2) channels. Group D comprises narrow 
channel bodies that cut bayfill and mouthbar deposits, and represents distributary bedload (D1) and 
mixed-load (D:J channels. Group E represents thin, channel fills laid down during individual flood 
events. In a few cases, channel bodies comprise storeys that represent two or more groups. 

Channel body group is closely linked to stratigraphic level within the cyclothems, especially 
those higher in the Sydney Mines Formation. The roof of the thick economic coal seams, in close 
association with black fossiliferous limestone and shale which represent condensed sections, indicate 
maximum flooding surfaces. A highstand systems tract that follows typk:ally is represented by bayfill 
deposits that are cut by distributary channels (D~> D2). Both bayfill and distributary channel deposits 
are commonly incised by channel bodies of Group C, representing larger, sinuous rivers. Relative sea
level then progressively dropped to a lowstand sequence boundary, marked by nodular calcretes, 
suggesting arid climatic conditions. Coincidentally, deep channel incision occurred (typically below 
channel bodies of Groups A and B). Subsequent relative sea-level rise promoted channel body 
aggradation, localized subaerial exposure, formation of red beds, then eventual drowning and more 
bayfill deposition and peat formation. A return to more humid climatic conditions is inferred. This 
sequence of events defmes a typical cyclothem. 

The typical cyclothem is not visible in outcrop until the Stony to Phalen interval, in which thick 
coal seams are developed. This interval also marks a significant change in fluvial style. It transforms 
from a dominance of low sinuosity, braidplain and sheet sand (Group A and B respectively) channel 
systems, carried over from the older SBF and WCF, to a more sinuous but variable fluvial style, 
including Groups C, D and E. This pattern continues upward, reflecting the influence of base-level 
fluctuation and the relative position of the exposed sections to a paleocoastline. 

Some channel bodies are amalgamated to form thick, multi-storey units, on the order of 18m 
in composite thickness. An Wtderstanding of channel body geometry and fluvial style has important 
implications for underground coal mining operations. Economic seams are commonly overlain by Group 
D channel bodies, which are relatively narrow and inferred to be straight or sinuous in planform. 
Elsewhere, thicker and more extensive channel bodies of Groups A - C rest on the coals, locally 
amalgamating ·with or cutting through Group D bodies. Some channel bodies in the local collieries 
contain hydrocarbons, and superb outcrops provide excellent analogues for reservoirs elsewhere in the 
world. 

xiv 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

The Sydney Basin has had an historical tie to coal production since the 

early 1700's. Geologic investigation of the Sydney coalfield was not documented 

until the 1800's (Brown, 1871; Robb, 1876). Many workers have contributed to 

the knowledge of the Sydney Basin since. In recent years, much attention has 

been given to the application of the cyclothem model to facies analysis of the 

Sydney Mines Formation (Bird, 1987; White, 1992; Gibling and Bird, 1994; 

Tandon and Gibling, in press). The cyclothem model has also been integrated 

with the concepts of sequence stratigraphy (Saunders, 1995; Rehill, 1996; 

Tandon and Gibling, in press). 

The application of the study of Channel bodies within the above cyclothems 

has significant economic importance. Understanding the geometry of channel 

bodies is applicable to solving complex problems related to underground coal 

mining operations (Forgeron, 1980). Presently, of particular interest is the Phalen 

to Backpit interval in the Phalen colliery offshore. Intersection of channel bodies 

in the roof of adits may reduce the mining operation efficiency by slowing down 

the cutting action at the rock face or generating a spark that can ignite methane. 

Rock outbursts created by the release of trapped gas in the channel body sandstone 

is a potential hazard. Roof rock stability related to differential compaction and 

joints is also a problem associated with exposing channel body sandstones. 

Channel body geometry is also significant in hydrocarbon exploration. 

Isolated channel bodies are not economic, however, stacked multi-storey channel 

bodies similar to those studied in outcrop are potential reservoirs for economic 
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hydrocarbon accumulation in the subswface. The large channel body systems that 

cut down to the black organic rich fossiliferous limestones and shales are of 

particular interest because of the juxtaposition to this source rock In addition, 

coalbed methane is a potential energy source. 

The systematic approach to channel body geometry analysis introduced by 

Miall (1978), and subsequently refmed, has been a significant contribution to the 

distillation and synthesis of copious amounts of stratigraphic data in siliciclastic 

sequences. This approach was used in this study. Outcrop exposures of variable 

quality and accessibility occur along the present coastline of the Sydney Basin. 

Seven representative localities were selected for this study. 

The purpose of this study is to integrate channel body strata with adjacent 

facies and to show the relationships within and between respective cyclothems. 

The study also presents the channel body analysis in the context of sequence 

stratigraphy where possible. In doing so, it is hoped that the thesis will provide 

some insight to future applications related to underground coal mining operations 

and hydrocarbon exploration. 

This chapter provides a general overview and regional setting of the Sydney 

Basin and the Sydney Mines Formation. Chapter 2 describes the methodology 

employed in the study of the channel bodies (field methods and analysis). Chapter 

3 provides detailed descriptions of the channel bodies and includes first order 

interpretations (e.g. architectural elements and bounding surfaces). Higher order 

interpretations (e.g. flow style and sinuosity) are included under the subheading of 

INTERPRETATION for each channel body. Chapter 4 presents a classification 

scheme for the channel bodies derived from the detailed descriptions. This 

classification scheme is then applied to the interpretation of the stratigraphic 

relationships and depositional history within the context of the cyclothem model 

and sequence stratigraphy. This is followed by a discussion and fmally, 
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conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. 

1.2 REGIONAL SETTING 

The Sydney Basin (Fig. 1.1) is located onshore in northeastern Nova Scotia 

and extends offshore to the northeast for at least 450 km under the Laurentian 

Channel and Grand Banks (Bell and Howie, 1990). The basin is part of the larger 

Maritimes Basin of eastern Canada, a successor basin which developed on 

continental crust following the mid-Devonian Acadian Orogeny. It subsided 

episodically until latest Carboniferous or early Permian time. Late Carboniferous 

subsidence was probably thermal in origin (Bradley, 1982; Marillier et al., 1989; 

Durling and Marillier, 1990) and concurrent regional strike-slip faults were active 

elsewhere in the Maritimes Basin (Gibling et al., 1987; Stockmal et al., 1990). 

This study focuses on the cyclothem strata of the Sydney Mines Formation, 

which is the main coal measures succession within the Sydney Basin (Fig. 1.2). 

Gibling and Bird ( 1994) discussed the stratigraphic setting of this formation. The 

Sydney Mines Formation (SMF) is the uppermost formation of the Morien Group 

(regional Cumberland Group). Deposition of the Morien Group spans the 

Westphalian B to Stephanian A ages of the Pennsylvanian Period. It marks the 

onset of renewed deposition following a 9.5 Ma hiatus above the underlying 

Horton, Windsor and Mabou Groups (Fig. 1.3) ofToumasian through Namurian 

age . The Sydney Mines Formation was deposited during the Westphalian D to 

Stephanian A ages, is approximately 500 m thick, and is composed of 

predominantly grey sandstone, grey and red mudstone, minor limestone and 

economic coal seams. The dominant depositional environments are alluvial and 

restricted marine (Rust et al., 1987). It overlies the braided-fluvial South Bar 

Formation (SBF) across the northeastern part of the basin and interfingers with the 
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locations (not looked at in this study) from west to east: A= NC-87-1; T = 
SMS-91-29-B; X= C-137; * = C-136. (Modified from White, 1992). 
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meandering- to braided-fluvial Waddens Cove Formation (WCF) in the Glace Bay 

Subbasin (Fig. 1.2) toward the southeast. Paleoflow data indicate that sediment 

transport was northeastward and eastward for all three formations. The headwaters 

of rivers that traversed the basin probably had their source in the rising orogenic 

belts of the northern and central Appalachians and drained eastward to marine 

basins in southern and western Europe (Gibling eta!., 1992a). The southeast

trending coast (Fig. 1.1) provides a traverse parallel to depositional strike. 

Although drill logs are available for the North Sydney P-05 well 50 km offshore, 

little is known about the presumed distal part of the basin offshore. 

The Sydney Basin is bounded by faults that may have been active during 

the Late Carboniferous period. The Morien Group typically dips at a few degrees, 

is only gently folded, and faults that cut earlier strata cannot be traced across the 

unconformity at the base of the group. Development of local sub-basins during 

deposition of the Morien Group is attributed to differential subsidence over faulted 

basement blocks (Gibling and Rust, 1990). 

The Sydney Mines Formation contains a series of major coal seams up to 

4.3 m thick (Emery to Point Aconi Seams: Fig. 1.4) that extend for at least 45 km 

across the onshore part of the basin and were also identified in the P-05 well 

offshore (Hacquebard, 1983). Many coal seams are similarly extensive. Red 

mudstone units are widespread in most interseam strata but are thin or absent at 

lower levels in the Glace Bay Subbasin where the SMF thickens. In this area the 

cyclothems are expanded to include the McRury and Gardiner seams. Systematic 

intercalation of extensive coals and red mudstones form the principal basis for the 

cyclothems recognised by Gibling and Bird (1994), who identified 11 complete 

cyclothems from 12 to 72 m thick in the formation. They inferred that the 

cyclothems represent relative changes in sea-level. Based on the time scale of 

Hess and Lippolt (1986), each cyclothem has a mean duration of200 ka (Tandon 
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Generalised stratigraphic colunm of the Sydney Mines Formation to show major 
coal seams, which lie near the tops of cyclothems. Estimation of mean cyclothem 
duration is based on stratal proportions and biostratigraphic analysis (see Gibling 
and Bird, 1994), and 3 Ma duration of the Westphalian D (Hess and Lippolt, 
1986). From Tandon and Gibling, in press. 
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and Gibling, in press), (Fig. 1.4). Cyclothems above the Harbour Seam show more 

regular stratal alternation, and cyclothem boundaries are placed at the base of 

distinctive, carbonaceous limestones or shales that typically overlie the major coal 

seams. These commonly contain a restricted-marine biota, and represent the 

maximum flooding surface and a condensed section during cyclothem formation. 

Basinal conditions have been inferred in terms of sequence stratigraphic units by 

facies analysis within cyclothems (Tandon and Gibling, in press), (Fig. 1.5, Table 

1.1 ). Many workers have indicated that the formation of cyclothems is related to 

regular changes in climate and sea-level which may be controlled by Milankovitch 

orbital cycles (Berger, 1977~ Heckel, 1986; Leeder, 1988~ Collier et al., 1990~ 

Gibling and Bird, 1994; Saunders, 1995). Paleogeographic setting may also have 

had some controlling influence on climate and sea-level changes contributing to 

cyclothem formation (Rowley eta!., 1985; Hatcher et al., 1989; Calder and 

Gibling, 1994). 

A key interval of the Sydney Mines Formation was selected for this study 

which includes the McRury to Bouthillier cyclothems (Fig. 1.4). The channel 

body study was designed to complement and be integrated with detailed measured 

sections by J. White (1992) and J. Paul (unpublished data). The locations of 

section sites are outlined on Figure 1.2 which correspond to enlarged map areas 

shown on Figures 1.6 and I. 7. The location of the line of cross-sections (Figs. 4.1 

to 4.3) is also indicated on Figure 1.2. 

Coalbeds comparable in age to the Sydney Basin coalbeds underlie much of 

the Maritimes Basin beneath the remainder of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the west 

(Haites, 1952; Hacquebard, 1986; Rehill, 1996), (Fig. L1). Stratigraphic data are 

sparse but the Sydney cyclothems may have correlatives in this basin. The two 

basins have a combined area in excess of80,000 km2
. 





Table 1.1. 11 

Major facies of the Sydney Mines Formation cyclothems, Sydney Basin. From 
Tandon and Gibling, in press. 

Fxies 

Coal 

~ mudston~ md 
sandston.: 

~odular calcrete 

Grey mudston.: and 

sandston.: 

Darlc limestooe/shalc 

Desai ption 

Se:l.ms up to .u m thick. sulphur rich <-2-6%). 
Cyclothems = capped by single. unsplit coals. or by 
a coal zone. .,.itll several split se:uns. Grey 
structurc:less 'se.J,I ean~u· 1-2 m thick. witll siderite 
oodules and 2bundant ['O()(S.. underlie the coals: some 
y~Id ~lutin=d for:uninifcrs. 

(.\) Red muds!on.: v.;th pseudo-an ticlin.:s. desicc:J.tioo 
cracks. roo<S. ~ spa= calcite nodules. Intercal~ted 
sandstooes ftxm planar sheets a few dccim.etres thick. 
wid! lenses of ~oried cal =us nodules. 

(8) ErosiO<Ully based sandstone bodies.. incised 

tbn;>ugh red I!Uidstones. Bodies an: typically 1-2 rn 
thick. up 10 7 m.. with low ~dth: thickness ratios 
tone OC" bod! ~n.s gen.:rally viiiblc in outcrops). 
One or twO vcttical!y or laterally positioned store~·s 
are m.llnly plane bedded. with ripple~(( 
cross-lamination. trough cros.s·beds. and planar 
c:ross·set.s of c:ubo= gravel 31 channel bases. Some 

xcretioc surfx:es with muddy layers. groove = on . 
bed ba5.es.. a.Dd rill C3SU. Topmost strata locally form 
'win&:~' tba! chin into adjacent mudstones.. 

Sheets up to l m thick. with vcrocally st::clc.ed 
oodules. root 11'11CCS and weak residual stratification. 
Sbccts traceable for > 30 km along-so-iU. Subjaceor 
beds lo::ally b.a~ polygor!a.l de:siccarioa crao:lts filled 
with carlx>~J.aLe nodules. Tops of s~t.s arc locally 
eroded and overlain by lenses of catbo~te fragments. 

CAl Cow.;elliog·up shale to sandstone units 1-4 m 
t!:tick. ~ shales are d.atk and pial)' witll vascular 
plant debru. bivalves aod agglutinalcd fonminifen;. 
Overlying sandstones are ripple cross·larnin=d. with 
some tro\Jib =·beds. Palarosols ic s.andstooe tops 
have roots. upright trunks. loss of sntification. drab 
Jn()[!]es, aod oodules of siderite and (rarely) calcite 
.llld pyri ~. Some units are capped by chin coals or 
c:arbooaceous shales. 
(B) Erosionally based sands10ne bodies. ~ m thick. 
ODe to several storeys. low width: thicl::ncss ratios 
(one oc botb m.argins ge~!"illy visible in outcrops). 
Trough =>ss-beds. minor plane beds, and lateral 
a.c.cretioo ~. 

SbcctS up to I m thick. with bivalves. =odes. 
fish, SCl"pU!ids aod aggluti.!Wed foraminifers. Total 
orglltic cart:loQ up to 23%, prillcipally sporinite and 
viainite. Trxublc for > 30 km aloni·S!rik.e. 

lnterpreurion 

Coo.su.l mi= with the accumulltion of thic~ peats 
1 histosols!. 

Well-drained Roodpla.ins with soils (vo-tisolsl and 
thin crevasse splays. 

Ephemeral alluvial ~;han nels cut throu8 h ox.idised 
lloodpla.ia deposits. Flow commonly in the upper flow 
regime. but subject to stage n uctuatio<tS, 

Pedogenic calcrete. with tops locally exposed and 
rewoOO:d. 

Fills of standing v.·ater lxxlies. from crev;sse splays 
or m1a1.1 delw that prograded into lakes or brackish 
bays ('bayfills'). Hydromotphic palaeosols in poorly 
~settings. 

Distributary channels. locally sinuous, with 
predominantly lower regime flow. 

Subaqueous dei)OSits. probably in brackish bays. 
Fos.sil abundance suggests conden~tion. Aerobic 10 
anaerobic water>. 

D::scriptions are ba.so:l on previous won by Gibling and Kalmuth (1991), Gibling and Bird (1994), Gibling and Wightman (1994) and 
White et al. (1994). 
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Expanded area maps of measured sections: a. Black Ro9k Point and Big Bras 
d'Or. b. Sydney Mines and Victoria Mines. (Modified from White, 1992). See 
Figure 1.2 for location. 
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Expanded area maps of measured sections: c. Lingan and Dominion. d. Port 
Caledonia and Donkin. (Modified from White, 1992). See Figure 1.2 for location. 



CHAPTER 2: METHODS 

2.1 FIELD METHODS 

The thesis study was conducted over a protracted period as a part-time 

commitment. The field component of the study commenced in July of 1990 with 

an initial reconnaissance of the locations to be photographed and measured. Serial 

photos were then taken, from shore and boat, of the selected coastal exposures. 

Photomosaics were then constructed and initial tracings of sedimentary features 

were done on mylar. This procedure was complicated by distortion and scale 

problems (discussed below) that were introduced by the photographic process. 

Once the initial tracings were complete, combined photocopies of the 

photomosaics and tracings were made and initially interpreted. The sites were 

then revisited and the respective photocopies were used to precisely locate and 

record detailed stratigraphic measurements. These included sedimentary structures, 

grain size, bed set thicknesses and orientations and paleoflow indicators. The 

initial tracing interpretations were also verified. Outcrop access was hampered in 

part by talus, rock falls or position of cliff face relative to the shoreface or the high 

tide level. Where high tide was a concern, tide tables were used to maximize the 

time available for field work. Pennission to enter the property of Nova Scotia 

Power, Inc. was required to access the coastal exposure at Lingan_. 

The measurement of paleoflow indicators was limited at many sites by the 

access to cliff exposures, as previously mentioned, and also by the nature of the 

cliff face weathering and erosion. Ripple cross-lamination was measured using 

ridge-and-furrows on bedding surfaces, either where directly accessible or where 

they were visible on undersides of bedding surfaces in cliff overhangs. Care was 
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taken to ensure that noted paleoflow measurements were correctly associated with 

the appropriate specific bed sets (e.g. inclined surfaces). Paleoflow direction from 

trough cross-beds was measured ·from the orientation of trough intersections and 

collected directly on exposed swjaces or on adjacent wave cut platforms along 

strike. 

The corrected field tracings were then transferred to the original tracings, 

thereby completing the initial facies analysis (discussed in more detail below). 

Field work continued the following summer of 1991. In order to deal with 

problems of photographic distortion, more serial photos were taken from boats. 

Detailed work on channel body facies analysis and paleoflow analysis 

commenced in the autumn of 1991 and progressed through various stages of 

development and refinement. This was done concurrently with revisions to 

tracings over the course of five years, which included a return visit to the field to 

recheck section tracings and complete data collection of stratigraphic 

measurements in July, 1994. 

2.2 PROFILE GENERATION 

As was previously mentioned, peripheral distortion was quite noticeable in 

photos taken from the shore in close proximity to the cliff face. The advantage in 

taking photos from . the shore was that more detail was discemible, ·and one was 

able to include a scale in each image. Photos taken from the boat remove the 

majority of distortion, but introduce a scaling problem where objects of known 

dimension are not visible. Compensation for boat movement and drift from shore 

affected the scale and resolution also. The distance from the cliff face was 

governed by the water depth relative to the draft of the boat. Distance from cliff 

face reduced resolving capability of some details. 



Once the initial tracings had been checked and, in some cases, rechecked, 

the tracings were redone, and simplified, highlighting the significant and more 

continuous features that were considered to be diagnostic in facies identification. 

Within the channel bodies themselves, sedimentary structures and bounding 

surfaces (e.g. storey boundaries) were identified and annotated. 
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In order to produce a consistent and versatile reproduction for publication, 

the tracings were digitized. Forty-two tracings were digitized utilizing the 

AutoCAD 12 software and digitizing tablet facilities at Bedford Institute of 

Oceanography (B.I.O.). This allowed for preservation of tracing properties and 

features with great precision. The digitizing procedure began in December, 1995 

and was completed in March, 1997. Plot files were also generated and output to a 

Versatec plotter. 

To improve the presentation: quality of the plots, the Auto CAD files were 

imported into CorelDraw, Version 6. This procedure was contracted out in 

December, 1996. Several generations of plots were produced, corrected and 

refmed. The fmal output product was completed in July, 1997. 

2.3 CHANNEL BODY ANALYSIS 

The initial field observations of the channel bodies utilized the terminology 

described in McKee and Weir (1953). These observations were then integrated 

with the lithofacies codes devised by Miall (1978), (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.1). Table 2.1 

shows Miall's (1978) codes for lithofacies types, based principally on grain size 

and sedimentary structures. The lithofacies types typically represent bedsets on 

the scale of a few decimetres to 1 - 2 metres, withhin channel bodies. They were 

found to be relavent in the study area, and were included on Enclosures 1-4. The 

most important facies in the channel bodies used in the present study were: 1) St, 
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Table 2.1. 18 

Lithofacies and sedimentary structures of modem and ancient braided stream 
deposits. From Miall (1978). 

Facies 
Code Llthofacles Sedimentary structures Interpretation 

Gms massive, matrix none debris flow 
supported gravel deposits 

Gm massive or horizontal bedding, longitudinal bars, 
crudely bedded imbrication lag deposits, 
gravel sieve deposits 

Gt gravel, stratified trough crossbeds minor channel fills 

Gp grav·el, stratified planar crossbeds linguoid bars or del-
taic growths from 
older bar remnants 

St sand, medium solitary (theta) or dunes {lower flow 
to v. coarse, grouped (pi) trough regime} 
may be pebbly crossbeds 

Sp sand, medium solitary (alpha) or linguoid, transverse 
to v. coarse, grouped (omikron) bars, sand waves 
may be pebbly planar crossbeds (lower flow regime) 

Sr sand, very ripple marks of all ripples (lower flow 
fine to coarse types regime} 

Sh sand, very fine horizontal lamination, planar bed flow 
to very coarse, parting or streaming (1. and u. flow regime) 
may be peubly lineation 

S/ sand, fine low angle (< 10°} scour fills, crevasse 
crossbeds splays, antidunes 

Se erosional scours crude crossbedding scour fills 
with intraclasts 

Ss sand, fine to broad, shallow scours scour fills 
coarse, including eta cross-
may be pebbly stratification 

Sse. She, Spe sand analogous toSs, Sh, Sp eolian deposits 

F/ ·sand, silt, mud fine lamination, overbank or waning 
very small ripples flood deposits 

Fsc silt. mud laminated to massive backswamp deposits 

Fcf mud massive, with freshwater backswamp pond 
molluscs deposits 

Fm mud, silt massive, desiccation overbank or 
cracks drape deposits 

Fr silt, mud rootlets seatearth 

c coal, carbona- plants, mud films swamp deposits ' 
ceous mud 

p carbonate pedogenic features soil 
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composed of sand, medium to very coarse, may be pebbly, representing solitary or 

grouped trough cross beds, forming dunes of lower flow regime; 2) Sp, composed 

of sand, medium to very coarse, may be pebbly, representing solitary or grouped 

planar crossbeds, forming lingoid, transverse bars, and sand waves in the lower 

flow rigime; 3) Sr, composed of sand, very fme to coarse, representing ripple 

marks of all types, forming ripples·in the lower flow regime; 4) Sh, composed of 

sand, very fme to very coarse, may be pebbly, representing horizontal lamination, 

with parting or streaming lineation, interpreted as planar bed flow of both lower 

and upper flow regime; 5) Sl, composed of fine sand, representing low angle 

(<I 0°) cross beds, found in scour fills, crevasse splays and antidunes; 6) Se, 

comprising erosional scours with intraclasts, representing crude crossbeding, 

interpreted as scour fills; 7) Ss, composed of sand, fme to coarse, may be pebbly, 

representing broad, shallow scours, forming scour fills. 

Until the mid 1980's, channel bodies were represented mainly in vertical 

sections, as derived in simplified form from outcrops, drill core and wireline log 

signature interpretation. However, this approach was evidently lacking when 

dealing with complex three dimensional channel bodies, especially those present 

in coal mines and hydrocarbon reservoirs. Miall (1988) presented a hierarchical 

system for describing "alluvial architecture", using stratal surfaces (referred to as 

bounding surfaces in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3) and sediment bodies or macroforms 

(architectural elements: Table 2.3, Fig. 2.1), that was much more applicable to 

large, 2-D outcrops and 3-D outcrop I core studies. His system was found to be 

appropriate for the present study and was employed on Enclosures 1 - 4. Some 

problems arose in detennining the ranking of bounding surfaces for storey 

identification. This was compounded by sparse or insufficient paleoflow data in 

certain cases. A storey (Friend eta!., 1979) is defmed by the presence of similar 

cosets within composite sets forming macroforms. The bounding surfaces are 



Table 2.2. 

The range of scales of depositional units in fluvial sandstones. From Miall (1988). 

Lateral 
Rank of extent of Thickness Area of Subsurface mapping 

bounding surface unit of unit unit (ha) Origin methods 

6 200x200 km 0-30 m 4Xl07 Members or submembers, subtle Regional correlation of 
tectonic control wirelinc logs 

5 I xto km 10-20 m J04 Sheet sandstone of channel Intra-field correlation 
origin of wireline logs, 3-D 

seismic 
5 0.25 >< 10 km 10-20 m 2500 Ribbon channel sandstone Mapping very difficult 

except with very 
close well spacing, 
3-D seismic 

4 200x200 m 3-10m 40 Macroform elements. (elements Dip of 4th- and 3rd-
LA,DA) order surfaces may 

be recognizable in 
core 

3 lOOX 100m 3-lOm 10 Reactivation of macroforms Dip of 4th- and 3rd-
order surfaces may 
be recognizable in 
core 

2 lOOX 100m Sm 10 Cosets of similar crossbed Facies analysis of core 
facies· 

1 lOOx.lOO m 2m 10 Individual crossbed sets Facies analysis of core 

N 
0 



Table 2.3. 

Classification of architectural elements and bounding srufaces for alluvial strata of 
the Emery to Bouthillier Cyclothems.Modified from Miall (1988), from Gibling 
and Wightman (1994). 

Architectural clements 

Sandy bed forms 
Lateral/downstream 
accretion deposit 

Laminated sand sheet 
Gravel bars and 
bedforms 
Channels 

Abandoned channel fill 

BowuJ;,;g .\·urfact'S 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 

SB 
LNDA 

LS 
GB 

CH 

OF 

Sandstone sheet or lens, principally trough cross stratified, other bedform!' .subordinate 
Sandstone sheet or lens; large scale inclined surfaces with mudstone . 

drapes; distinction of lateral from downstream accretion rarely possible 
as strata arc mainly inaccessible for pa laeoflow measurement 

Sheet of plane bedded sandstone, other bedforms subordinate 
Sheet or lens of planar cross stratified conglomerate 

Sediment body with concave up erosional buse; less than 3 m thick, minor 
component of storeys 

Sheet or lens of interbedded sandstone and mudstone, occupying abandoned channel 

Base of palaeovalley 
Base of channel deposit or storey within multistorcyed deposit 
Surface of macroform clement 
Reactivation surface within macroform 
Coset boundary 
Cross bed set boundary 

N 
1--" 
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typically erosional and paleoflow direction may change between storeys. The 

main types of bounding surfaces recognised in the SMF channel bodies were : 1) 

cross bed set boundary; 2) coset boundary (both 1 and 2 bounding surfaces were 

rarely indicated on the Enclosures because of scale constraints); 3) reactivation 

surface within macroform; 4) upper surface ofmacroform element; 5) base of 

channel deposit. It was decided to assign storey boundaries as 4th-order bounding 

surfaces and reactivation surfaces within storeys as 3rd-order bounding surfaces. 

The highest ranking discernible in this study was the base of channel bodies (5th

order). Some bounding surfaces could be traced over distances of 90 to 200 m. 

Individual occurances of elements were typically on the scale of 0.5 to 8 m. In 

the majority of cases, limited channel body exposure precluded the determination 

of channel body width to depth ratios (Leeder, 1973), so these calculations were 

not attempted. Similarly, degrees of sinuosity were not determined from 

paleoflow divergence (Miall, 1976). These calculations would have given a better 

idea of channel body dimensions. 

The paleoflow analysis, described below, and grain size variations were 

used to deternilne the architectural elements of the channel bodies (Table 2.3, Fig. 

2.1). These were, in turn, used to determine the depositional envirorunents and 

classification of channel bodies. A key component in this analysis was the 

recognition of inclined surfaces and inclined heterolithic surfaces (ISIIHS ), and 

their relationship to paleoflow indicators (Thomas et a!., 1987). The distinction of 

architectural elements LA from DA were not always clear cut. Paleoflow direction 

relative to the strike and dip of the inclined or inclined heterolithic surfaces was 

used as a criterion to differentiate between lateral and downstream accretion 

surfaces. Paleoflow should be parallel or sub-parallel to the depositional strike 

direction for LA and parallel or sub-parallel to dip direction for DA. In reality, 

however, variable and oblique flow patterns were commonly observed. Such 
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variation is characteristic of many modern sediment bars and rivers. Thus, some 
-

uncertainty exists about distinguishing LA from DA. 

2.4 PALEOFLOW ANALYSIS 

Paleoflow analysis incorporated all measurements of ISIIHS, St, Sr, Sp, 

primary current lineation (PCL) on Sh. The statistical analysis was based on 

procedures described in Collinson and Thompson (1982). Statistical analysis was 

done where sufficient data was available, otherwise, individual measurements 

were plotted on rose diagrams. 

To avoid visual bias on the rose diagrams, square roots of percentages of 

value sets were detennined (Nemec, 1988). Where dips on IS/IHS exceeded an 

angle of 10°, corrections for tectonic tilt were made using an equal area stereonet 

(Schmidt net), (Collinson and Thompson, 1982). Correction for dips > 5° on 

foresets (Sp) were also corrected for tectonic tilt. Tectonic tilt ranged from 4° to 

41°. 



CHAPTER 3: THE CHANNEL BODIES 

3.1 BLACK ROCK CHANNEL-BODY 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Black Rock channel-body exposure starts approximately 600 m south 

of Black Rock lighthouse (Fig. 1.6). The channel body is located approximately 

33m above the South Bar Formation, and sits erosionally on floodplain deposits, 

about 1 to 1.5 m above the Stony Seam. A tectonic tilt measurement of295°/10° 

NE was taken on a sandstone body, a possible crevasse splay, within the 

floodplain deposits. The cliff face trends 360° initially," which is nearly parallel to 

the paleoflow direction or sub-parallel to the accretion direction. When traced 

northward the orientation of the outcrop shifts to northeasterly. The channel-body 

tenninates 22 m to the north of the tracing, where it is covered by talus, yielding 

an overall outcrop length of 231 m and a preserved thickness of about 13 m. The 

channel body has been subdivided into six storeys, defmed by erosional surfaces 

each of which is assigned a bounding surface hierarchy of fourth-order. The basal 

bounding surface of the channel body has been assigned a fifth-order in the 

hierarchy (see Enclosure 1). 

CHANNEL-BODY DESCRIPTION: 

The lowermost storey, Storey # 1, has incised nearly one metre into the 

underlying floodplain deposits and at the 10 m position sits directly on a thin sand 

body below, interpreted to be a crevasse splay. The beds range in thickness from 3 

to 25 em, and dip at low angles. The lithofacies is Sh with Sr, with St increasing 

northward and vertically up section, and grain size is medium sand. A sideritic lag 
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was noted at the channel base, and abundant carbonaceous plant fragments were 

found along partings. Scour surfaces were noted on some partings. 
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The corrected mean strike for IS is 261° and dips range from 3° to 20°. The 

mean accretion direction is 351° (Fig. 3.1). Paleoflow measurements were taken 

on Sr, Stand PCL. There is reasonable agreement between Sr (average 015°) and 

St (360°)~ but PCL trends normal to these. The corrected mean orientation of IS 

indicates that the accretion direction is oblique to the paleoflow direction but that 

paleoflow was close to down dip of the accretion surfaces; the surfaces may thus 

form part of a DA macroform. There is some variability of IS orientation, and 

some of the macroforms could be LA. Storey # 1 forms a mound that crests at 70 

m, eroded beneath Storey# 3. 

Storey# 2 is erosive, incising about 2m into Storey# 1. At its northern 

limit, Storey# 2 partly erodes and partly onlaps the mound described above. A 2 

to 20 em bed of impure coal, 20 m in length, lies at the base of the unit between 40 

m and 60 m on Enclosure 1, but is cut out locally at the storey base. A drifted 

Calamites specimen was found along the base of Storey # 2 at 3 7 m. The 

Calamites and a block of peat, now coalified, could have fallen into the river at 

flood stage and would have been quickly covered by sand. 

The bed sets in Storey# 2 are dominantly IS, with 2 to 30 em layers. The 

grain size ranges from medium to coarse sand, fining upward, and the lithofacies 

consists of St with Sr. The corrected vector meah stJ.ike of IS is 002° (Fig. 3.1 ), 

with dips ranging form 10° to 27° and having variable directions. The accretion 

direction is 092°, which is normal to the mean direction of paleoflow, Sr (OOSO). 

The macroforms are inferred to be LA. Current direction is nearly normal to the 

paleoflow direction and parallel to the accretion direction, as in Storey # 1. 

Storeys # 3 to # 6 form a coherent body of sandstone and are separated by 

erosional surfaces that are relatively planar and dip steadily northwards. The 
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Paleoflow measurements for channel body at Black Rock Point. Stories# 1 - 3. Tracing 
of channel body is shown on Enclosure 1. 

Lithostratigraphic symbol::;: 
Sr =ripple cross-lamination, ripple drift lamination 
St =trough cross-beds 
Sh = horizontal lamination 
Sp =planar cross-lamination 

ISIIHS =Inclined Stratification; Inclined Heterolithic Stratification 
PCL = Primary current lineation 
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storeys range from 1.3 m to 5 min thickness, varying laterally. Storey# 3 is 

erosively based, incising into Storey# 2 by about 2.5 m, displayed at 68 mas a 

fourth order bounding surface (Enclosure 1, Fig. 3.2). The grain size within each 

storey ranges from medium sand at the base, becoming medium to very fine sand 

upwards. Grain size in Storey# 6 changes from fine sand to very fme sand to silt, 

over a 2 m vertical interval in its topmost strata. The sediment also becomes 

micaceous and carbonaceous. The predominant lithofacies throughout Storeys# 3 

to# 6 is St, each set 10 to 25 em thick, averaging 15 em, grouped in cosets up to 

2.5 m thick, averaging 1 m. The frequency of occurrence of lithofacies Sr within St 

increases proportionately with the decrease in grain size and probable waning of 

flow velocity. 

Bedsets of IS do not appear to be systematically developed within Storeys # 

3 to # 6. However, northward dipping surlaces are present at numerous locations, 

with up to 2 m of vertical relief. The corrected vector mean strike direction for IS 

is 071° (Fig. 3.1), giving an average accretion direction of341°. The strike 

directions on the IS are quite variable, however, reflecting, in part, the 

predominance of the St lithofacies. The corrected dip directions are consequently 

variable also, suggesting an SB element. The magnitude of dip ranges from 2° to 

27°. Paleocurrent indicators give a fairly consistent range of directions. The PCL 

mean is about N/S at 359°/179°, the vector mean for Sr is 018°, and the mean 

direction forSt is 010°. The paleoflow data indicate that the direction of flow is 

sub-parallel to the accretion direction, which implies that Storeys # 3 to # 6 

include downstream accreting elements (DA). 

INTERPRETATION 

This is a significant channel body, being 13m thick and having 6 storeys. 

All storeys typically fme upward (especially Storey # 6, which is fully preserved 



Figure 3.2. 

Part of Black Rock Point Channel-Body, 54 m to 77 m interval on Enclosure 1. 
Note parts of Storeys# 1-4, separated by poorly defmed sandstone on sandstone 
erosional surfaces (apart from thin coal between Storeys# 1 and# 2). 
Stratification surfaces are generally sub-planar, with northward dipping foresets of 
trough cross-beds visible. Cliff outcrop is about 5 m high. 
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and 5 m thick). The amount of incision on the base of the channel body cannot be 

determined because of limited exposure, but is less than 1 m in the exposed 

section. The dominant bedforms are co sets of St, with minor plane beds and some 

Sr in St. This would imply predominantly lower-regime flow with stage 

fluctuations, and the predominance of trough cross-sets suggests relatively deep, 

possibly perennial flow. 

The main architectural element is SB with DA, surfaces within the latter 

having at least 2m vertical extent, and LA in Storey# 2. Deposition is inferred to 

have taken place in a mainly low sinuosity, sandy bedload system with in-channel 

bars (except in Storey# 2 for which bank-attached bars (LA) are indicated). The 

presence of a coal bed within the channel body between Storeys # 1 and # 2 

indicates a gap in time during channel-body formation. Storey # 1 does not appear 

to be rooted and the coal is thin and only locally preserved, elsewhere absent or 

cut out, suggesting bank collapse and incorporation of peat into the base of Storey 

# 2. If this were the case, one might expect to see a more chaotic and 'tom' 

appearance to the coal, considering that the exposed length is 20 m. Another 

explanation might be that the channel body is adjacent to a coal split The LA 

element in Storey # 2 would support this interpretation, implying a more sinuous 

channel geometry and bank-attached barforms. All storeys have apparent 

northward paleoflow. 

3.2 BIG BRAS D'OR 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The top of the channel body lies approximately 10 m below the base of the 

Backpit Seam. The channel body sits erosionally on. and incises through; what are 
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interpreted to be subaqueous bayfill deposits and floodplain deposits. The 
-

channel-body comprises two storeys, the lower of which cuts through 1m of fine-

grained strata. The incision between Storeys# 1 and# 2 is noted between the 45 

m to 55 m position by an erosional contact and two rotated slump blocks (S on 

Enclosure 1) that sit directly on the channel cut (fourth-order bounding surface). 

Storey# 2 displays ridge-and-swale topography that indicates the presence of 

scroll bars. The channel body is capped by a thin coal. Approximately 4 m below 

this thin coal is a 15 em thick coal of the seam named the Unnamed Seam by 

White (1992). The measured tectonic tilt is 250°/4° N. 

The full lateral extent of the channel body is not known. It disappears in 

talus and beach gravel, just beyond the 165·m mark. The maximum thickness of 

the channel body is not known either, because the base is not fully exposed. By 

projecting the profile of the fourth-order bounding surface, described above, it 

would appear that the channel-body base could cut down to, or even through, the 

Unnamed Seam. Ifthat does occur, the vertical thickness of the channel-body 

could exceed 7 m at its deepest point of incision. The cliff face trends 050° which 

is sub-parallel to the vector mean of Sr lithofacies paleoflow indicator in Storey# 

1 and the southern part of Storey # 2, but approximately normal to paleoflow for 

the rest of Storey# 2 (Fig. 3.3). 

CHANNEL-BODY DESCRIPTION: 

Storey # 1 is up to 2m thick and comprises very fine sandstone to siltstone 

with trough cross-beds and ripple cross-lamination. Although bed surfaces show 

slight, variable dips, no macroforms were noted and the strata are attributed to 

element SB. Contained within the storey are numerous small channel bodies with 

apparent widths < 5m and fill thickness from a few decimetres to 1 m. The basal 

surface is clearly erosional at some points but elsewhere grades up from 
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#2.Tracing of channel body is shown on Enclosure 1. Lithostratigraphic symbols 
defined on Figure 3 .1. 
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underlying mudstones without an apparent erosional break. 

Storey# 2 cuts completely through Storey# 1, as noted above, artd consists 

of fme to vety fme sandstone and siltstone, generally flning upwards. The steep 

erosional base at 45 m to 55 m position is bordered and overlapped by a set of 

concave-up strata (to about the 60 m position), with two sandstone slump blocks 

resting on the erosion surface. The dimensions of the upper slumpblock are: 1.5 m 

long x 0.5 m high; while the dimensions for the lower one are: 4.5 m long x 0.5 m 

high. Ripple cross-lamination and plane beds are present in the basal sandstones 

of the concave-up strata, with 1m of rooted siltstone above, fonning an active to 

inactive discrete channel fill. 

Northward along the outcrop, Storey# 2 shows a series of surfaces (IS, 

IHS) that dip southward at 7° to 19°. IHS predominates in beds 10 to 30 em thick. 

Planar cross-sets (Sp) up to 40 em thick have advanced systematically up these 

inclined surfaces- their strike is sub-parallel to that of the IS surfaces (Fig. 3.3) 

and their foresets dip up the IS slopes. They are especially well seen in the 70 to 

80 m position. Ripple cross-lamination shows paleoflow sub-parallel to strike on 

the IS surfaces (Fig. 3.3). These data indicate that an LA macroform is present. 

Some plane beds are also present, with mudstone intraclasts and local scours. The 

ISIIHS surfaces flatten upwards, to generate sandstone mounds composed mainly 

of stacked Sp sets, well seen from 60 m to 125m (Fig. 3.4). Relief on individual 

mound sutfaces is up to 2 m. The mounds are interpreted as scroll bars which 

generate ridge-and-swale topography (RST) as channel point bars migrate 

laterally. The scroll bars (RST on Enclosure 1) are stacked locally to form 

compound sandy features that directly underlie the capping coal ( eg. 68 m to 102 

m). Between these areas, broad swales are filled with mudstone (eg. 75 m to 90 

m; 105m to 135m). Both ridges and swale fills are rooted in their upper parts, 

and a Stigmaria axis was noted within IHS at a deeper level (61 m). The bounding 



Figure 3.4. 

Part of Big Bras d10r Channel-Body (Storey #2), 75 m to 112 m interval on 
Enclosure l. Note large, convex-up sandstone mounds (scroll bars) with lliS 
surfaces dipping south (to right) and planar cross-sets that have advanced up the 
surfaces. Areas between the mounds are mud-filled swales. About 3 m of outcrop 
is visible from sea to capping coal. 
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surfaces of sandstone mounds are given fourth-order status, and erosional surfaces 

within the mounds are given third-order status (reactivation surfaces). 

INTERPRETATION 

Storey # 1 may be a precursor to, and somewhat independent of, Storey# 2. 

Its base is locally gradational to erosional and the storey appears to be a coarse cap 

to an underlying bayfill deposit. The small concave-up smfaces labelled St, 

formed within very fme sandstone, suggest that Storey # 1 may comprise mouth 

bars and small channels of a prograding crevasse splay or bay head delta. 

Storey# 2 represents the main channel-body advancing over and partially 

through the underlying bayfill deposits . It may have been a major channel that 

was feeding the mouth bar and small-scale channels of Storey # 1. Storey # 2 

exhibits an incised base, well developed IHS sets (LA macroform) with paleoflow 

along strike, plus Sp sets advancing up IHS slopes. Ridge-and-swale topography 

is very apparent, indicative of a sinuous (meandering) channel with point bars that 

accreted laterally through up-bar migration of scroll bars, in conjunction with 

vertical aggradation of muds in swales. There is a southward migration direction, 

shown by a systematic southward dip of IHS sets. The dominant lithofacies are Sr, 

Sh with Sp. The sequence fines up and is rooted at the top, indicating a stable 

period following abandonment. 

3.3 SYDNEY MINES CHANNEL-BODY Nos. 1 AND 2 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Sydney Mines section comprises two channel bodies. The outcrop 

described is located on the coastal exposure along the Shore Drive at Stub bert 
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Point, Sydney Mines (Fig. 1.6). Channel-body No.1 rests erosionally on the 

Emety Seam. The top of the South Bar Formation (SBF) lies 10m below the base 

of Channel-body No.1. The overall composite width to height measurement of the 

channel-body is 55 m x 7 m (both minima). The channel-body has been 

subdivided into six storeys. The cliff face trends 010°- 190°, which is nearly 

normal to depositional strike (Fig. 3 .5). The tectonic tilt was measured in the 

uppermost body of the SBF at 280°/12° N. 

Channel-body No.2 commences approximately 61 m north of Channel-body 

No.I. It rests erosionally on floodplain deposits 2-3 m thick above the Stony 

Seam. The cliff face here trends 025°- 205°, which is oblique to the depositional 

strike (paleoflow N toW, Fig. 3.8). The channel body consists of four vertically 

to laterally stacked storeys, with higher storeys overlapping lower storeys to rest 

upon the basal incised surfaces. The bed sets are predominantly inclined 

stratification (IS) for the entire channel-body. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.1 DESCRIPTION: 

The bed sets in Storey# 1 (1.8 m thick) of the channel-body are 

predominantly IS, with beds 5-25 em thick, averaging 10 em, and a few thin shale 

partings. The orientation of IS was measured near the channel base in Storey# 1 

between the 25m and 30m positions. A stereonet reorientation was done to 

correct the IS fortectonic tilt. The mean strike direction of IS trends 070°/250°, 

and the corrected dip directions range from north to west (Fig. 3.5) with 

inclinations from 8" to 15°. The mean accretion direction is normal to the strike of 

the IS at about 340°. Ripple cross-lamination (Sr) within the macroform bed sets 

was used to determine paleocurrent direction. Fifteen measurements were taken 

using ridge-and-furrow structures on bed bases for all six storeys, and yielded a 

vector mean value for the paleocurrent direction of 34 7° (Fig. 3 .5). The 
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paleocurrent direction and accretion direction coincide reasonably closely. This 

would imply that the macroform is downstream accreting (DA). 

The basal erosional surface of the channel-body is overlain by coal 
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fragments that have been scoured out of the underlying Emery Seam. The surface 

has a slight relief of 10 em. From the 0 m mark to about 17 m, the lower part of 

the channel body has planar stratification (Sh) in a unit 1m thick at 0 m, wedging 

out towards the north (element LS). Some of the inclined surfaces between 5 m 

and 10 m are attributed to steeply dipping joint faces. The Sh passes into Sr with 

localized planar beds 1-2 em thick There is a pronounced inclination to the strata 

between 15m and 30m on Enclosure 2 that form the downstream accretion 

surfaces of element DA. The DA macrofonn in Storey # 1 appears to be an in

channel barfonn with a convex-up bounding surface (Fig. 3.6). 

Storey # 2 is up to 1 m thick and its basal surface cuts Storey # 1, although 

it appears conformable in places. Although strata onlap the surface, no clearly 

defmed macroform is evident. The beds contain ripple cross-lamination and are 

attributed to element SB (sandy bedforms). Siderite nodules are present along 

erosional surfaces and bedding planes. 

Storey # 3 incises into Storey # 2 and is up to 1.3 m thick A 25 em scour 

can be seen at the 27-28 m position. A Calamites stem and plant fragments were 

also found in the same location on the scour surface. The barforms are flat lying 

bed sets (averaging 10 em in thickness) with Sr (element SB). 

Storey# 4 truncates underlying strata (Se) locally and i~ up to 1.5 m thick 

It comprises trough cross-beds (St), of element SB. Local erosional surfaces 

within the storey are marked by siderite nodules and a 75 em high upright tree 

trunk in situ. The strata pass upward from St to Sr in 2-10 em bed sets, suggesting 

an upward reduction in flow power and/ or water depth. 

Two additional erosional surfaces mark the bases of Storeys # 5 and # 6, 
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Figure 3.6. 

Part of Sydney Mines Channel-Body# 1, 17m to 27m interval on Enclosure 2. 
Note large-scale inclined surfaces with downflow accretion (Element DA) in basal 
storey (1) and three overlying storeys (2- 4). Scale is 1m long. 



0. 75 m and> 1 m thick, respectively. Ripple cross-lamination is present locally, 

and the strata are attributed to element SB. 
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Direct lateral correlation between the two outcrop sections is hampered by 

20m of bank-reinforcing concrete rubble 'riprap'. A correlation estimate would 

place this outlier stratigraphically equivalent to Storeys# 4 to# 6. Interdigitation 

with overbank fmes suggest that this outcrop is near the edge of the channel-body. 

The outlier sequence is rooted at the top, suggesting that the outcrop represents 

nearly the original thickness of the channel body. The basal sandstone unit 

directly overlies recessive overbank fines, and consists of fme- to medium-grained 

sandstone, in the form of climbing ripples, of a sandy bedform element SB. This 

unit is, in tum, overlain by fme-grained sandstone displaying Sr with minor 

erosional surfaces (Se ). Rill casts are present locally in the mudstone at the 

channel body margin. Siderite nodules are also present along bedding surfaces. 

INTERPRETATION: 

Some key features exhibited by Channel-body No. I include: six thin 

storeys(< 1.8 m thick) separated by erosional surfaces; elements DA (downstream 

accreting) having inclined surfaces with 1.8 m of vertical extent, sandy bedforms 

(element SB) and laminated sand sheets (element LS). The presence of an erect 

tree trunk, and rill casts implies periodic subaerial exposure. The presence of 

siderite nodules along erosional surfaces may suggest the incorporation of nodules 

along these surfaces at the time of depositio~ following previous growth of 

siderite around nuclei, by a local, in situ groundwater process in the underlying 

storey. The barforms indicate relatively shallow channels, possibly on the order of 

2m deep .. This evidence suggests frequent flood events or channel switches, 

generating erosion, and ' flashy' seasonal flow with periodic upper-regime flow. 

These characteristics are consistent with a low-sinuosity channel belt geometry, 
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possibly a braided stream system. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.2 DESCRIPTION: 

The lowermost storey incises the underlying floodplain deposits to a depth 

of 1m (130m position)~ in this region, the basal surface cuts steeply upwards to 

the south. The bed sets are composed of mediwn-grained sandstone, and range in 

thickness from 10 em in the south, where trough cross-beds (St) contain ripple 

cross-laminatimi (Sr) and onlap the basal surface, to 25 em thickness to the north, 

where the overall channel body thickens. 

The strata are attributed to element SB (sandy bedforms). Paleocurrent 

flow indicators include one St measurement of 320° and two measurements from 

ripple cross-lamination within trough cross-beds, of 35SO and 360° (the latter 

coincident with a groove cast), (Fig. 3 .5). A Calamites stem in an inclined, 

possibly growth position, was located at the 150m position. Abundant masserated 

plant fragment intraclasts with varied orientation were found near the base of the 

channel body, in addition to tree fragments 5 em in width. 

Storey # 2 is 3.2 m thick. It commences with an erosional scour on Storey 

# 1, most clearly visible over a ten metre interval between 140m and 150m (Fig. 

3.7). The scour surface is overlain by a mediwn-grained sandstone lens, between 

130 m and 140 m with Sr lithofacies and tree fragments similar to those described 

above, along with 1 em mudstone intraclasts. At 130m, Storey # 2 is truncated by 

the overlying Storey # 3. Storey # 2 can be traced to just beyond the 185m mark, 

where it is covered by a rock fall. Resting on the erosional scour, between 140m 

and 178 m, is a wedge of rubbly mudstone, up to 1 m thick, with siderite nodules 

locally (Fig. 3.7). This is erosionally overlain by a fine- to mediwn-grained 

sandstone macroform with large-scale inclined surfaces (IS and IHS) that can be 

traced for approximately 5 min vertical extent (140m to 155m region). These 



Figure 3.7. 

Part of Sydney Mines Channel·Body # 2, 149m to 156m interval on Enclosure 
2.Note erosional base on mudstone; Storey# 1 with trough cross-beds; rubbly 
mudstone at base of Storey # 2, overlain by inclined stratification with plane 
bedding (Element LA). Scale is 1m long. 
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beds contain 3-5 em sets of planar stratification (Sh) in the lower part, passing 

upward to 10-20 em sets of trough cross-stratification (St) with ripple cross 

lamination (Sr) on inclined surfaces. Some inclined surfaces appear to be 

pronounced. This is attributed to steeply dipping joint faces at positions 137m, 

145m, and 150 m on Enclosure 2. 
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Between 152 m and 173 m is a wedge of medimn-grained sandstone with 

inclined surfaces having 10-20 em sets·oflithofacies St, with Sr more abundant 

towards the north. At the 170 m mark, the strata are deformed, possibly due to 

current deflection around a tree trunk (not visible). The inclined surfaces are 

truncated by a third-order surface, with the bounding surface overlain by St and Sr 

lithofacies, which changes to Sh within 50 em of vertical section. Where Storey 

# 2 is traced northwards, a sheet of planar-stratified sandstone < 1 m thick (Sh) is 

attributed to element LS. The sheet is overlain by a sheet of trough cross-bedded 

sandstone (element SB) about 1.5 m thick. The boundary between the two sheets 

is not a surface with significant erosion. 

The corrected mean vector strike of IS is 307°, giving an accretion direction 

of217° (Fig. 3.5). The corrected dips on the IS range from 7° NE to ISO SW. The 

vector mean for paleoflow direction indicator Sr is 315°, which is sub-parallel to 

the strike of IS. Similarly, measurement forSt and primary current lineation 

(PCL) are sub-parallel to the strike of IS. This evidence indicates that Storey# 2 

contains a laterally accreting macroform (LA). 

Storey # 3 sits erosionally on Storey # 2, and overlaps the underlying 

Storeys # 1 and # 2 to rest erosionally on floodplain deposits, until it is eroded at 

the clifftop. Storey# 3 extends laterally to the 195m mark where it is covered by 

a rock fall. The storey is up to 2m thick, but thins northward to less than 1 m. The 

basal bounding surface is well defined by a 5 em mudstone bed with burrow casts 

on the base of the mudstone. Storey # 3 consists of fme- to medimn-grained 
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sandstone, having 3-5 em sets of Sh in the lower half, changing upward to Sr 

lithofacies; the second-order bounding surface that separates Shand Sr strata is 

traceable across the outcrop face. The change in lithofacies noted above indicates 

a falling stage and reduction in flow velocity. 

One measurement on IS in the southern part of the storey indicates a 

corrected strike of 256° and a dip of 3 o SE, yielding an accretion direction of 166° 

(Fig. 3. 8). One measurement of Sr indicates a paleoflow direction of 290°. Eight 

PCL measurements give a bipolar vector mean of282°, or 102°. The paleoflow 

indicates that the flow in this part of the channel body was oblique to the strike of 

the IS sets, but closer to strike-parallel than to dip-parallel. These sparse 

measurements suggest that Storey# 3 also contains a lateral accreting macroform 

(LA). In more northerly parts of the storey, the plane-bedded sheet forms element 

LS (laminated sand sheets). 

Storey# 4 is up to 3.8 m thick and sits erosionally on Storey# 3, 

developing a major scour between 139 m and 155 m, with an incision on the order 

of 1 m deep. The base of this unit is marked by a 10 em mudstone, grading 

upward to siltstone with siderite nodules. The lower 2 m of Storey # 4 has fme- to 

medium-grained sandstone, exhibiting Sh lithofacies of element LS (laminated 

sand sheets). Above this, marked by a second-order bounding surface, the grain 

size decreases to fme-grained sandstone and the lithofacies becomes Sr: an 

indication of falling stage and flow velocity decline. This unit tapers towards the 

north. Overlying this part of the channel-body is a 50 em layer of very [me

grained sandstone that tapers to the north also. 

The entire channel-body is overlain by overbank fmes and ripple cross

laminated sandstones indicative of rapid channel abandonment. The whole 

sequence is capped by a calcrete layer and red mudstones that are rooted, 

indicating that a period of subaerial exposure, accompanied by conditions of good 
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drainage, followed channel abandonment. The sparse orientation data show a high 

degree of variability (Fig. 3.8), which precludes any interpretation of accretion 

direction and paleoflow direction for Storey # 4. 

INTERPRETATION 

Several observations can be made about this channel body. It has a 

significant total thickness of8 m. There are four storeys, 2.0 m to 3.8 m thick, 

with variable paleoflow directions. There is a general westward migration (from 

north) of paleoflow, progressively upward through the storeys. Storey # 1 has DA 

element (downstream accreting), whereas Storey# 2 and# 3 have LA element 

(lateral accreting) with stacked (LS/SB), laminated sand sheets and sandy 

bedforms northward, with planar erosional surfaces. The storeys onlap an incised 

surface to the south with local strong incision, and Storey # 3 has significant relief 

(5m). Mudstone rubble is present at the bases of Storeys # 2 to # 4. There is an 

abandonment channel fill at the north end of the section. From these observations 

it may be inferred that the channel experienced periodic 'flashy' flow, generating 

laminated sand sheets. The channel may have been sinuous, and was relatively 

deep in the south of the outcrop belt (perhaps 5 m deep based on LA dimensions), 

with bank collapse (mudstone rubble), bordered by shallow sand flats to the north. 

Disruption of bedding in Storey # 2 may imply vegetation growing within the 

channel at some level on a sand flat or transported/buried vegetation. The channel 

may have been periodically inactive. Low flow stage, shallow water and channel 

abandonment in late stages, with replacement by dry, well drained floodplain 

deposits (calcrete) and red beds, fits the model of a well-developed cyclothem 

described by Gibling and Bird (1994). 
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3.4 VICTORIA MINES 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The described section is located approximately 0.8 km north of McGillvray 

Point, off Highway # 8 which follows the shoreline facing Sydney Harbour north 

of Sydney (Fig. 1.6). The interval described occurs between the Phalen Seam, 

61.6 m above the base of the Sydney Mines Formation (SMF), and the Backpit 

Seam, 96.3 m above the base of the SMF and succeeds the previous described 

interval at Sydney Mines. Within this interval there are three channel bodies. 

Channel-body No.1 commences 5.62 m above the Phalen Seam and forms 

an abrupt planar and erosional contact on floodplain deposits (Figs. 3.9 & 3.10). 

The channel body has been sub-divided into four storeys with a total thickness of 

5.5 m. Channel-body No.2 commences 2.3 m above Channel-bo.dy No.1 and is 0.7 

m thick, with an abrupt and slightly erosional basal contact on floodplain deposits. 

Channel-body No.3 commences 3 m above Channel-body No.2. It has an 

erosional base incising into a coarsening up bayfill sequence of siltst~me to fme 

sandstone, and is 4. 7 m thick. 

The cliff face orientation runs 030° /210° . Limited section is exposed in 

outcrop because of the steep dip. The steepness of dip did not allow for serial 

photography and construction of photomosaics here. Thus the absence of an 

enclosure for this location. Tectonic tilt was measured on a paleosol 10.4 m below 

the Phalen Seam giving an orientation of065° /41° NW. The measured inclined 

strata were corrected to original orientation and plotted on rose diagrams. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.1 DESCRIPTION: 

Storey# 1 incises 0.5 minto underlying mudstone deposits. It is 1m thick 

at beach level and thickens locally to about 1.5 m before it is truncated by Storey# 
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Stratigraphic column of Victoria Mines section. 



Figure 3.10. 

Part of Victoria Mines Channel-Body# 1 ~ 60.5 m to 71 m interval on Figure 3.9. 
Note stratigraphic succession (right hand comer up to top centre), bayfill siltstone, 
sandstone, shale, Phalen Seam, floodplain mudstones and siltstones, a minor 
channel body, mudstones incised by low-angle inclined concordant fills with 
graded bedding in Storey # 1. Note the broad scour fill of Storey# 2, incised by 
Storey# 3 with trough cross-beds fining up from coarse to fine sandstone. 

~ 
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3. Storey# 1 comprises fine sandstone and pinches out laterally towards the water 

where it is also incised by Storey# 2. Near the water's edge there is local 

interfmgering with medium to coarse sand size lenses 1-2 em thick. The dominant 

lithofacies is St with inclined, concordant fills; beds 1-20 em thick, with ripple and 

ripple-drift cross-lamination (0.5-2 em sets), some slightly graded beds with 

erosional bases, load casts, burrows, but no discernible roots. The corrected strike 

of IS trends 037°/217°, dipping 9° SE. One measurement on ripple cross

lamination gave a paleoflow direction of 115° (Fig. 3.11), which is oblique to the 

accretion direction. This storey appears to be predominantly an SB element. 

Storey# 2 has a broad, basal scour fill 0.5 m thick, with a coarse lag of 

fossil plant material and siderite. The scour fill onlaps Storey # 1 and wedges out 

laterally up the cliff face before being truncated by Storey # 3. The grain size is 

very fme sand. Corrected strike of IS is 065° /24SO with a dip of 4o NW. One 

measurement of trough cross bedding trends 360°. One PCL measurement is also 

360°/180° (Fig. 3.11). The dominance of St lithofacies and oblique paleoflow 

suggest SB element. 

Storey# 3 is 2m thick and coarse grained, with an erosional contact on 

Storeys# 1 and# 2, as described above. It has 50 em trough cross-sets and a 5 em 

shale break below a reactivation surface 1.5 m up from the base. The grain size is 

medium sand above the base. The mean paleoflow direction from ripple cross

lamination is 355° (Fig. 3 .12), which is similar to the lower two storeys. St is the 

dominant lithofacies, with one St measurement (Gibling, 1997) oriented 010°. 

Approximately 1 m above the base, stratification is disturbed around compacted 

plant material. The predominance of St and Sr implies an SB architectural element. 

Storey# 4 is 2m thick and has a planar contact on a 5 em shale parting 

above Storey# 3. The grain size is medium at the base, frnjng upward through 

fme sand to silt at the top. Ripple cross-lamination (locally ripple drift near the 
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top) and minor plane beds are present. Roots within siderite concretions are also 

present at the top. Corrected measurements on strike of IS give a mean strike of 

327° /147°, and a mean accretion direction of 237° (Fig. 3.12). Dips range from 4o 

to go NW-SW. The mean paleoflow direction from Sr is 343°. The paleoflow is 

nearly strike-parallel with the IS sets, suggesting an LA macroform element. 

INTERPRETATION 

The channel body can essentially be subdivided into two types. The lower 

two storeys constitute low angle subaqueous channel fills, as indicated by the 

graded beds, ripple drift lamination, load casts, burrows and broad scours with 

coarse lag. The subaqueous nature of the lower two storeys implies that they 

might be mouth-bars or small channels prograding into a standing body of water, 

in advance of the main channel break through which is evident in the upper two 

storeys. Storey #3 incises into the lower units and has low sinuosity, indicated by 

the SB element with a downstream-accretion component. The abundant 

compacted plant material, around which stratification is disturbed, implies that the 

channel was cutting through a well vegetated area, possibly a swamp (Moore, 

1987), or riparian wetland at flood stage in water depths of up to possibly 6 m, 

indicated by the 50 em St sets (Allen, 1984). A detailed cataloguing of the fossil 

plant material would help to determine more precisely the type of paleowetland 

incised by this cham1el body (Dimichele and Phillips, 1994). Storey #4 has an LA 

element, fmes upward, has increased Sr upward and is rooted at the top, implying 

that the channel body was at a sinuous mature stage prior to abandonment. The 

site subsequently reverted to a succession of floodplain, swamp and higher 

standing body of water, implied by the succussion of overlying mudstone, thin 

coal, thin carbonaceous mudstone, the Unnamed Seam, siltstone, carbonaceous 

and calcareous mudstone and fossiliferous (bivalves and ostracods) limestone and 
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shale (marking a maximum flooding surface) and a condensed sequence (Gibling 

and Bird, 1994). 

CHANNEL-BODY No.2 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.2 is unusual in being very thin (70 em) but it is 

erosionally based, has a relatively coarse grain size, and contains sandy bedforms 

(Fig. 3.9). The channel body is medium-grained sandstone at the base, becoming 

fine- to medium-grained sandstone upwards. It is light grey and highly calcareous. 

Trough cross-beds predominate in the lower half of the channel body, with ripple 

cross-lamination more abundant in the upper half. Planar beds are found at the 

centre with mounded forms and parting lineation. Abundant plant detritus is 

present in ripple troughs. The channel body thins laterally to 40 em of medium

grained sandstone, with 0.5 em sideritic nodules and abundant large, plant stems 

(up to 1 min length). Inclined surfaces with a vertical extent of a few decimetres 

are present The corrected mean strike of these IS surfaces is 06S0/245° , with a 

corrected dip of 7o SE and an accretion direction of 155°. One Sr and one St 

measurement gave paleoflow directions of 160° and 170°, respectively (Fig. 3.13). 

Comparison of paleoflow and mean accretion direction suggest that the channel 

body contains a small-scale DA macroform . 

. INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.2 is similar: in scale ( <1 m thick) to crevasse splay 

deposits elsewhere in the section. However, it is erosionally based and coarse 

grained, and resembles more closely channel deposits in the section. There is 

reasonable compatibility of paleoflow data and the dip direction of inclined 

surfaces (element DA). The most notable feature of the deposit is the unusual 

abundance oflarge plant fragments. Channel-body #2 is interpreted as a small o 
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Paleoflow measurements for Channel-Body# 2 at Victoria Mines. Stratigraphic 
interval shown on Figure 3. 9. Lithostratigraphic symbols defined on Figure 3 .1. 
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channel, perhaps tributary to larger channels, that experienced a very active flow 

event that may h-ave been associated with erosion of a nearby forested area. The 

channel was subsequently abandoned. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.3 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.3 is a very coarse sandstone at its base, fining up to 

medium and fme sandstone. The channel body incises 25 em into an underlying 

bayfill deposit as previously mentioned (Fig. 3.14). The corrected vector mean 

strike of IS in this underlying unit is 044°/224° and the mean accretion direction is 

134° (Fig. 3.15). One measurement on ripple cross-lamination is 010° (Gibling, 

1997), suggesting an LA element for the bayfill deposit The erosional base of 

Channel-body No.3 has mudstone intraclasts up to 7 em in size in the basal strata, 

fossil plant fragments, siderite nodules, black limestone and other rock fragments. 

The sediments are dominated by trough cross-beds at the base with 50 em sets, 

with 30 em sets higher up. About half way up, the strata are dominated by ripple 

and ripple-drift cross-lamination and plane beds. The topmost metre is cut by 

roots and large calcareous/ferruginous nodules up to 10 em in diameter, forming 

up to 10% of the exposed face. The corrected vector mean strike of IS is 

013°/193° and the mean accretion direction is 283°. The vector mean paleoflow 

direction of Sr is 33SO, two measurements of St confirm paleoflow at 328° and 

335°, and one PCL measurement trends 037°/217°. There is considerable 

variability in corrected strike of IS (Fig. 3 .15), and the paleoflow direction is 

oblique to the accretion direction. This, plus the dominance of St, suggests an SB 

element 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.3 has large (50 em) trough sets in the lower part of the 



Figure 3.14. 

Victoria Mines Channel-Body# 3 ~ 77 m to 86 m interval on Figure 3.9 (from 
right to left hand side). The vecy coarse sandstone that forms the basal lag deposit 
above an erosional surface on bayfill. siltstones to fine sandstones is partially 
obscured bytalus and rock fall material. Note the 50 em to 30 em bed sets in the 
broad trough cross-bedding overlain by 50 em of plane beds, ripple cross
laminated bedding, rooted and nodular at the top. Scale is 1m long. 
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Paieoflow measurements for bayfill sandstone below and for Channel-Body # 3 at 
Victoria Mines. Stratigraphic interval shown on Figures 3.9 & 3.14. 
Lithostratigraphic symbols defined on Figure 3.1. 
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unit, suggesting approximate water depth in the range of 1.5-6 m, based on a 

compilation of modem-river data by Allen (1984, Fig. 8-20). The smaller 

amplitude of troughs and increase of ripple cross-lamination and ripple-drift cross

lamination in the upper part, coupled with roots and calcareous/ferruginous 

nodules at the top, indicates channel flow velocity waning, swallowing/shoaling 

water and then abandonment and a drying period. The black limestone intraclasts 

at the base of the channel body implies strong incision through underlying 

proximallacustrine/bayfill deposits, although such incision is not seen in the 

outcrop. 

3.5 LING AN 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The section described is located below the Power Plant at Lingan in Laffm 

Cove and extends to North Head (Fig. 1.7). Three channel bodies have been 

identified in the section, two between the Phalen and Backpit Seams and one 

above the Backpit Seam. The latter is only briefly described, since no 

measurements were taken. 

Channel-body No.1 sits directly on and incises part of the Phalen Seam and 

partly sits on fme sandstone to siltstone beds with ripple .cross-lamination and 

roots. The channel-body is accessible between 350 m and 520 m (see Enclosure 

3). It comprises three stories in the lower Unit A with a composite thickness equal 

to 12 metres, and is overlain by a largely inaccessible 7 metre unit of interbedded 

very fme sandstone and siltstone of Unit B, interpreted as bayfill deposits. This 

unit is, in tum, incised by an upper channel body unit, 6 metres in thickness, 

described as Storey #4. 
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Channel-body #2 is 8 metres thick and is accessible between 540 m and 620 

mat North Head (see Enclosure 3). It is capped by a sequence offl9odplain 

deposits, the Backpit Seam and black limestone. 

Channel-body #3 is 7 metres thick and can be seen in the upper cliff 

exposure at 550 m and becomes covered several metres beyond the described 

section. It is mostly inaccessible. 

The cliff face trends 070° over most of the described section, becoming 

060° near North Head where Channel-body No.2 meets the water. The cliff face is 

oriented parallel to depositional strike in Channel-body #1, Unit A, Storey# 1, 

oblique to depositional st:ti.ke in Storeys # 2 and # 4 above. The cliff face is 

oriented sub-parallel to depositional strike in Storey# 3 of Unit A and also 

Channel-body No.2 (Fig. 3.16). The IS and IHS measurements were corrected for 

tectonic tilt of 28S0/10°NE, taken on the black limestone at 280m. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.1 DESCRIPTION: 

Storey # 1 has a maximum thickness of 4 m, Storey # 2 is 3 m at its 

maximum thickness, and Storey# 3 is 5 m thick but may exceed this thickness 

northward. A composite thickness of 6 m can be seen in Unit A between 380 m 

and 400 m. Unit B has a thickness of 7 m. Storey # 4 has a maximum thickness of 

6 m. Therefore, the total composite thickness of Channel-body No.1, including 

Unit B, is 25 m. 

Storey# 1 of Channel-body No.1 has an erosional contact on the Phalen 

Seam locally, with up to 0.5 m of erosion, but elsewhere rests upon fme-grained 

bayfill strata. Grain size is medium sandstone. Inclined strata (IS) are present but 

not systematically developed, and contain ripple cross-lamination and plane beds. 

Vector mean of strike directions of IS sets is 066°, with a predominant SE dip 

direction of 3o - 12° (corrected for tectonic tilt), (Fig. 3 .16). Paleoflow froin ripple 
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Paleoflow measurements for Channel-Body# 1, Unit A, Storeys# 1-3 and# 4 at 
Lingan.Tracing of channel body is shown on Enclosure 3. Lithostratigraphic 
symbols defmed on Figure 3.1. 
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cross-lamination is approximately along strike of the inclined surfaces, suggesting 

that LA macroforms are present, with a NE toE paleoflow. Fossil plant material 

is common near the storey base. 

Storey # 2 cuts about 3 m down through Storey # 1, and at the margins of 

Storey # 1 's incision, rests upon the underlying fine-grained strata ( 400 m 

position). It is mainly medium-grained sandstone with 25 em mudstone clasts and 

Calamites fragments along the basal surface. Inclined strata (IS) with plant 

fragments on their surfaces can be traced for up to 2 m in vertical extent; although 

they appear to dip systematically along the outcrop, two measurements on IS 

surfaces gave variable trends after correction for tilt. Vector mean of strike 

direction of IS sets is 0 18° with predominant SE dip of 3 o - 6° (corrected for 

tectonic tilt), (Fig. 3.16). 

Storey# 3 has a relatively planar erosional base that cuts out Storey# 2 up

dip (360m). The base is overlain by coarse-grained sandstone with carbonaceous 

material. IS and IHS surfaces have a mean corrected strike of 077°, with 2° - 27° 

dips to the SE (Fig. 3 .16). Grain size becomes medium sand at higher levels. One 

current lineation measurement gave a 095° trend, roughly along strike of the 

inclined surfaces and suggesting the presence of an LA macroform. However, the 

inclined surfaces are not systematically developed along the cliff face. Broad ( ~ 

10m), concave-up surfaces are present, indicating shallow scours. 

UnitA (Storeys# 1 to# 3) shows a general coarsening-up trend and a 

planar upper surface across the outcrop below the well bedded, very fme 

sandstone to siltstone of Unit B, which is largely inaccessible. Although inclined 

to planar erosional swfaces are present, they are rarely overlain by sandstone units 

thicker than about 1 m. An exception is the thick ( 6 m) and extensive sandstone 

body designated as Storey # 4, which cuts down about 6 m, and possibly more, 

over a 60 m distance ( 440 m - 500 m) to amalgamate with the top of Storey # 3 
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(Unit A), (Fig. 3 .17). The storey has medium-grained sandstone at the base and 

fmes upward, with a mudstone plug 2 m thick at the top, possibly an abandoned 

channel hollow-fill. Large-scale inclined surfaces (IS) dip systematically 

northeastward, with a vector mean of strike of 116° (Fig. 3.16). The IS surfaces 

dip at 3o- 13°, and are not highly continuous in the plane of section, but in the top 

2 m to 3 m of the storey they curve over to form mounds with a vertical relief 

along individual surfaces of 1.5 m. The top of the storey thus has a ridge-and

swale topography (RST), well seen at the 480 m position (Fig. 3.17). The ridges 

have clearly accreted in a NE direction, as indicated by their systematic stacking 

pattern, and this strongly suggests that the channel-body has formed by lateral

accretion of a point bar (LA macroforrn). One paleoflow measurement on ripple 

cross-lamination gave 05SO, oblique to the mean IS strike direction. 

Unit B is capped across the entire outcrop by a mudstone sheet that is 

continuous with the top of Storey # 4 and coarsens up to fme sandstone, 1.2 m 

thick, capped by a 30 em nodular calcrete, well seen on the wave-out platform 

("paleosol" on Enclosure 3). An overlying 1.3 m recessive unit of poorly stratified 

mudstone is capped by a massive, 10 em limestone with mudcracks, directly below 

the base of Channel-body No.2. 

INTERPRETATION 

The key features exhibited by Unit A are that there are three storeys 

developed, with overall fming up cycles within a generally coarsening sequence. 

All three storeys have erosional bases partially incising lower strata. Storeys# I 

and# 3 have probable LA macroforms, implying a sinuous channel planforrn. The 

general coarsening of the sequence suggests a progradation of alluvial material 

over bayfill and associated channel deposits . 

Unit B, with its planar strata of very fme sandstone to siltstone, is 
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Figure 3.17. 

Part ofLingan Channel-Body# 1 and# 2, 465 m to 498 m interval on Enclosure 3. 
Note the broad inclined surfaces (IS) of Storey# 4 incising through sandstone with 
inclined planar erosional surfaces in Unit B and amalgamating with the top of 
Storey# 3 of Unit A (right side of photo). Also note the ridge-and-swale 
topography capping Storey# 4, overlain by a succession of overbank fines 
(mudstones), a nodular calcrete (prominant resistant ledge below roosting black 
cormorants), poorly stratified mudstones, a 10 em limestone, then a fining up 
sequence of trough cross-stratified sandstone of Channel-Body# 2. 
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interpreted as a succeeding set of proximal bayfill deposits that lack substantial 

channel fills, following temporary site abandonment by the main channel body. 

The deeply incised Storey# 4 has medium sandstone fining up to fme-grained 

sandstone capped by an abandonment fill of overbank fmes (OF), succeeded by a 

well-cemented, calcareous paleosol and additional OF strata. Ridge-and-swale 

topography indicative of point bar deposition is present in the upper part of the 

channel body and was formed prior to abandonment. 

The presence of a well cemented calcareous paleosol (nodular calcrete), 

suggests an exposure event under relatively dry climatic conditions and represents 

a sequence boundary (Tandon and Gibling, 1994). This was followed by a non

calcareous mudstone containing two carbonaceous bands, with a zone of 

calcareous nodules between them, possibly indicating climatic change. This is 

succeeded by a thin pale grey limestone with a wavy surface and weak 

stratification. There are mudcracks 15-35 em in diameter on the upper surface, 

indicating drying conditions again. The limestone may represent temporary 

flooding conditions, perhaps seasonal, and indicate a palustrine environment, with 

the absence of bivalves or ostracods. It should be noted that the Unnamed Seam is 

absent in this interval, implying that it was either not deposited, or has been 

removed by Channel-body No.2. An alternative explanation may be that the two 

carbonaceous bands mentioned above may be equivalent to the Unnamed Seam. 

The development of the paleosol under general drying conditions, plus possible 

seasonal fluctuations, may have forced a regression causing channel incision prior 

to the aggradation of Channel-body No.2. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.2 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.2, 8 m thick, has a planar but erosional basal surface and 

is significantly coarser-grained than Channel-body N o.l. The basal 2 m is very 
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coarse sandstone with mudstone clasts up to 25 em in diameter, siderite pebbles, 

and blocky fragments of the underlying limestone. The channel body fmes up, 

apparently gradually, to medium and fine sandstone. Trough cross-beds are the 

predominant bedform, with tipple cross-lamination and plane beds (Fig. 3 .17). 

Large-scale inclined surlaces with a vertical extent of at least 1 m show a mean 

corrected strike of052° and NW dips of2o- 28°. However, they do not show 

systematic sets in the outcrop face: Cross-beds (Stand Sr) show northerly 

paleoflow (Fig. 3.18). Planar to concave-up erosional surfaces are present, but are 

localized and do not enable well-defmed storeys to be identified. The 

predominant architectural element appears to be sandy bedforms (SB). The 

channel body is capped by floodplain deposits, overlain by the regionally 

extensive Backpit Coal and overlying limestone. Between 565 m and 590 m on 

Enclosure 3, the morphology appears to be changing. Here, in the upper 2.5 m of 

the channel body, a wing extends for 10m to the southwest into the overlying 

floodplain deposits. There are also asymmetric convex-up inclined surlaces that 

appear to be lateral accretion surlaces migrating to the northeast. However, there 

is not any paleoflow data to substantiate this. 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.2 fmes up from very coarse and coarse sandstone at the 

erosional base. IS and IHS sets are poorly developed, but northerly directed,.large 

trough cross-beds with Sr are the predominant feature (SB element). These 

bedforms indicate transport in the lower flow regime with a good supply of 

unusually coarse sediment, possibly in high stage flood events. The predominant 

SB element also implies a low sinuosity channel system and possibly perennial 

flow. There does, however, appear to be some variability in the orientation of 

inclined surfaces coupled with an upward reduction in grain size. The apparent 
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Paleoflow measurements for Channel-Body# 2 at Lingan. Tracing of channel 
body is shown on Enclosure 3. Lithostratigraphic symbols defined on Figure 3.1. 
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change in morphology near the top of the channel body suggests a transition to a 

more sinuous system as the flood stage waned. The inclusion of limestone 

intraclasts in the basal 2 m of the channel body implies significant erosive power 

during high flood stage. The underlying limestone was not transected however, 

which implies that some induration had taken place over some time prior to 

incision. It also implies that the tenacity of the limestone may have forced the 

channel body to migrate laterally. The capping coal and limestone suggests a rise 

in base level (possibly sea level). 

CHANNEL-BODY No.3 DESCRIPTION: 

C~annel-body No.3 rests on mudstone or locally, on an underlying thin 

rider coal above the Backpit Seam. It is at least 14m thick, up to a well-defmed 

planar sandstone surface below the cliff top. The cliff face is largely inaccessible 

and no detailed measurements were recorded. The channel body is divided into 

two units, A and B, and are each 7 m thick, respectively, at their maxima. Unit 3A 

comprises two storeys of medium sandstone with inclined surfaces well developed 

in both storeys. Broad trough cross-beds (1m high x 5 m wide) are developed in 

the lower part of Storey # 1 and plane beds dominate the upper part. All of Storey 

#2 is plane bedded (Sh). This storey has well developed stacked convex-up 

barfonns with 1 to 2m relief, seen between 630 m to 650 m. Near the limit of the 

outcrop (730 Ih position), Unit 3A and the base ofUnit 3Blap against a steep 

erosional surface cut through 6 m offme-grained strata over a distance of 18m 

(Fig. 3.19). Unit 3B is very much fmer grained than Unit 3A (very fme sandstone 

to siltstone) with sub-planar beds and ripple cross-lamination and some fills over 

low-angled erosion surfaces. Unit 3B may consist ofbayfill deposits. Overlying 

strata(~ 10m thick) include a nodular calcrete and red and grey mudstones, below 

the Bouthillier Seam (not shown on Enclosure 3). 
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Figure 3.19. 

Part ofLingan Channel-Body# 3, 725 m to 752 m interval on Enclosure 3. Note 
the steep erosional surface incising through fme grained strata (lower right centre) 
onlapped by Units A and B. Unit A exhibits trough cross-beds and some planar 
strata (lower left centre). Unit B is finer grained, ripple cross-laminated, very fine 
sandstone and siltstone (above top of incision). 
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INTERPRETATION 

The lower part of Storey #I in Unit A has medium sandstone, some IS sets 

and some St lithofacies developed, with an erosional base that cuts down to a rider 

seam in places, suggesting SB element, lower flow regime and deep water (up to 

10m) (Allen, 1984). The upper part of Storey #I has planar surfaces, indicative of 

Sh lithofacies and of an LS macro form; this implies low sinuosity channels and 

'flashy' flow. 

Storey #2 has a similar characteristic to the upper part of Storey # 1. The 

convex-up barforms may be in-channel sand sheets. The deposition of Unit 3A 

channel fill followed a deep incision into underlying floodplain deposits, 

suggesting a response to base level fall and/or bank-cutting. This was followed by 

abandonment and deposition of bayfill deposits. The subsequent overlying unit of 

nodular calcrete, suggests subaerial exposure in a drying period. 

3.6 DOMINION 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Dominion channel body lies closely above the Phalen Seam in the 

vicinity of an abandoned quarry and dock facility with concrete pyramidal pylons 

(Fig. 1. 7). At this locality the Phalen Seam has a 60 em upper leaf overlain by 1.2 

m of fossiliferous limestone, black and grey shale. The channel body has a planar 

contact on grey shale over a distance of 80 m (Enclosure 3). Tectonic dip is 

050°/5° NW. The cliff face trends 060°, approximately normal to paleoflow 

direction. The total channel-body thickness is about 7 m, possibly more, and it is 

divided into three storeys. 
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CHANNEL-BODY DESCRIPTION: 

Storey# 1 has a maximum thickness of 2 m. The erosional base has 50 em 

of relief, and the basal surface has grooves, gutter casts and cmTent crescents. The 

bedding is planar with well developed plane beds with current lineation, arid small 

channel fills with inclined surfaces are present. These features suggest that the 

storey represents an LS element (laminated sand sheets). Paleoflow direction is to 

the NW as indicated by PCL and unipolar current crescents (Fig. 3.20). 

The basal surface of Storey # 2 cuts through Storey # 1 giving about 2 m of 

relief on the sutface. It cuts down steeply at the 80 m position, and runs sub

parallel to the base of the channel body northward (Fig. 3.21). Coarse sandstone is 

present at the base with St lithofacies, suggesting SB element (sandy bedforms). 

Plant fragments, sideritic pebble layers, contorted beds and large load casts are 

also present. Storey# 2 fmes upward to thin-bedded, medium to fme sandstone 

with Sr and Sh (with PCL), (Fig. 3.20) , suggesting an upward transition to 

element LS, and a thin tongue extends southward over Storey# 1. Roots are 

present 1.5 m above the base. Although the outcrop is oriented approximately 

normal to paleoflow (NW), Storey # 2 shows no systematic large-scale inclined 

surfaces, and element SB is suggested. The top of Storey #2 is obscured by talus, 

but judging by the angle of cut on the overlying basal surface of abandonment fill, 

the thickness of this storey may have been at least 5 m. 

Storey # 2 is cut by a northward dipping erosional surface overlain by a thin 

sandstone and a mud-rich abandoned channel fill at least 4 m thick. The fill 

comprises grey rooted mudstone with vertical rhizoconcretions (the main rock 

type); thin layers of coarse sandstone; grey, finely laminated mudstone with 

siderite bands; platy, shaly coal; a thin tough limestone and an upper shaly 50cm 

thick limestone with bivalves (Gibling, 1997). Stigmaria and Calamites are found 
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STOREY#2 

Paleo flow measurements for channel body at Dominion, Storey # 1 - 3. Tracing of 
channel body is shown on Enclosure 3. Lithostratigraphic symbols defined on 
Figure 3.1. 



Figure 3.21. 

Part of Dominion Channel-Body, 72 m to 123m interval on Enclosure 3. Note 
plane-bedded Storey# 1 (right hand side) incised below Storey# 2. Abandoned
channel fill at left hand side (4 m thick), capped by limestone (resistant planar 
bed). Phalen coal and capping limestone/shale underlie the channel body. 
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At approximately the 150m position on Enclosure 3, coarse to fine 

sandstones are present on a wave-cut platform. The sandstones show ridge-and

swale topography, with St, Sr (some in St) and Sh + PCL. Paleoflow is to the NE 

(Fig. 3.20). The relationship of these sandstones to the rest of the channel body is 

not clear. However, they probably form a third storey cutting into Storey # 2, with 

the abandoned-channel fill described above abutting against the exposed strata of 

Storey # 2. The full extent of Storey #3 is not known. 

INTERPRETATION 

Storey# 1 has a sheet-like appearance with architectural element LS 

(laminated sand sheets) from 40 m to 90 m. From 90 m to 110 m, St bedforms 

dominate, suggesting a transition from SB element (sandy bedforms). This 

association may also imply perennial flow conditions similar to those described on 

the South Saskatchewan River by Cant and Walker (1978). Both Storey # 1 and 

Storey # 2 have a similar NW paleoflow direction. Storey # 2 incises and onlaps 

Storey# 1, suggesting an incised fill, channel depth of 4-5m, and a possible basal 

SB element, becoming LS upwards. There are no indications of well-developed 

macroforms in Storey# 2. Although there is evidence for vertical aggradation of 

bedforms St, Sr and Sh, Sr and PCL are sub-parallel, so a (DA) element cannot be 

ruled out. Roots in Storey# 2 indicate subaerial exposure. Storey# 3, inferred 

from relationships observed in the wave cut platform, has NE paleoflow, and the 

presence of ridge-and-swale topography suggests a sinuous channel with LA 

macrofonn prior to mud deposition in the abandonment fill. 

The overall sequence includes well developed plane beds, and appears to be 

lower to upper flow regime in Storeys # 1 and #2, fanning in-channel sand sheets, 

and mainly lower flow regime in Storey #3, forming bank attached point bars. The 

thin layers of coarse sandstone within the abandonment fill may be crevasse splays 
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off Storey #3. The close association of fossiliferous limestone beds below this 

channel-body suggests base level influence during deposition, in association with a 

marine to brackish bay system, indicating a maximum flooding surface. The 

limestone within the abandoiunent fill and directly above it appears to be of a 

freshwater origin. 

3.7 PORT CALEDONIA 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The section described is located at Port Caledonia and commences just 

above a paleosol in the wave cut platform, approximately 130 m SW of the 

headland that forms part of Whelan Point (Fig. 1. 7). The section continues NE for 

an additional65 m on the other side of the headland (Enclosure 4). 

The section comprises four channel bodies; only Channel-bodies No.2 and 

No.3 have field measurements because of limited quality exposure of the bounding 

channel bodies. Channel-body No. I sits on and partly incises into floodplain 

deposits that overlie a paleosol (nodular calcrete) exposed in the wave cut 

platform. The channel body is about 3 m thick and is capped by another similar 

paleosol 0.5 m thick. A 1m thick sandstone unit, interpreted as a bayfill deposit, 

rests on the paleosol. 

Channel-body No.2 comprises three storeys totalling 5. 7 min thickness and 

cuts into the bayfill deposits. The topmost storey is overlain by the Backpit Seam 

1m thick, overlain in turn by a black limestone 0.5 m thick and floodplain deposits 

up to 0.5 m thick 

Channel-body No.3 incises into the floodplain deposits and in places sits 

directly on the black limestone as seen between 83 m- 97 m on Enclosure 4. This 
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channel body has been subdivided into seven storeys exposed on both sides of the 

headland. The total thickness is about 9.5 m. · The uppermost storey fmes upward 

into rooted floodplain deposits of variable thickness, up to 0.5 m thick. 

Channel-body No.4 incises into and locally through the floodplain deposits 

and into Channel-body No.3. This unit is about 4 m thick, capped by floodplain 

deposits. 

The overall trend of the cliff face is 030° to 020° near the beginning and end 

of the section, but there is considerable variability in cliff face orientation between 

53 m and the tip of the headland at 130m. Here wave erosion has carved an 

amphitheater-like shape into the cliff face, resulting in an extensive wave cut 

platform (Enclosure 4). The variability of cliff face orientation coupled with the 

headland introduced complications to correlation of strata and presentation of 

measurements. 

The tectonic tilt was measured on the paleosol that sits on top of Channel

body No. I at 30m (120°/8°NE). The IS and IHS measurements were not corrected 

for tectonic tilt. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.1 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.1 was poorly exposed and only partly accessible, so no 

measurements were taken in this unit. It fmes upward and exhibits ridge-and

swale topography, with a systematic stacking ~attem of ridges (scroll bars) in an 

apparent SW migration direction. The channel body is overlain by a nodular 

calcrete paleosol. 

INTERPRETATION 

The presence of LA element (lateral-accretion macroform) and a fming-up 

sequence suggests a sinuous channel system. The capping paleosol indicates a 



period of subaerial exposure, followed by a flood event with the deposition of 

bayfill sandstone in advance of the main Channel-body No.2. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.2 DESCRIPTION: 
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Storey # 1 is 2.2 m thick and has a cliff face orientation normal to 

depositional strike (Fig. 3 .22). The storey has an erosive contact on a bayfill 

sandstone unit. The grain size is medium sand. Inclined strata (IS) and inclined 

heterolithic strata (IHS) outline broad asymmetric, convex-up barforms in the 

upper 1.5 m of this storey. Ripple cross-lamination is found within the IS/IHS. 

The relief on the convex-up barforms ranges from 0.5 m to 1m. The vector mean 

strike of the IS/IHS sets trends 09S0/275°, giving an accretion direction of 005°, 

and dips range from 4° to 29° NE- NW. The mean paleoflow direction detenn.ined 

-from Sr is 021°, which is subparallel to the IS!IHS accretion direction. This 

suggests a downstream-accreting, or DA architectural element. 

Storey # 2 is 2m thick The cliff face exposure is oriented N toNE (030°-

3600-0400) which is sub-parallel to the paleoflow direction (Fig. 3.22). Storey# 2 

partially incises Storey# 1, as seen between 50 m- 60 min Enclosure 4. The 

grain size ranges from very fme to fme sand, and some trough cross-beds are 

developed in the basal part of Storey # 2. Inclined strata with Sr form a similar 

convex-up pattern to that seen in Storey# 1. No measurements were taken on IS. 

Primary current lineation (PCL) has a vector mean trend of340°/l60°, and the 

mean paleoflow direction from Sr is 020°, which is similar to that of Storey# 1. 

Without measurements of IS surfaces, it would be speculative to assign an 

architectural element to this storey, but the similar nature of the bedforms suggests 
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Body # 3, Storey# 1 at Port Caledonia. Tracing of channel body is shown on 
Enclosure 4. Lithostratigraphic symbols defined on Figure 3.1. 
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a repeat of Storey# 1, i.e. downstream-accreting. 

Storey# 3 is 1.5 m thick and was inaccessible. However, it too appears to 

have similar features to those of the lower storeys. It has an erosional contact on 

Storey # 2, incising about 1 m into it, between 51 m - 64 m. The barforms have a 

relief on the order of 1 m. 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.2 has repetitive cycles or pulses of flashy flow, within 

channels that were probably of low sinuosity. Storey # 1 has St developed in 

medium sand, IS and IHS surfaces and a probable DA element. Water depth was 

probably about 2 m as indicated by the amplitude of the IRS surfaces. Storeys # 2 

and # 3 are "flashier" units in water depths of perhaps 1 m, based on the barform 

relief (Allen, 1984). Stand Sr and a very fine to fme sand size, suggest lower 

velocity flow than for Storey # 1. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.3 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.3 has seven storeys, as mentioned above. The cliff line is 

highly irregular and cliff-face orientation variable (see Enclosure 4), yielding 

varied views with respect to paleoflow orientation. 

Storey# 1 has a maximum thickness of3.5 m between 83 m- 86 m, with a 

lateral extent of75 m to the tip of the headland. Between 87 m and 108m, the 

cliff face is oriented approximately normal to depositional strike, and between 128 

m and 136m the cliff face is oriented sub-parallel to the depos_itional strike (Fig. 

3.22). Storey# I has an erosional contact on floodplain deposits and partly incises 

(about 0.5 m) through them to a lower black limestone unit, as seen at 85 m. 

Inclined strata are well developed in medium sandstone between 87 m to 110 m 

where the plane of the cliff face is sub-parallel to the mean northerly accretion 
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element DA. A broad (7 m) concave-up surlace is located near the base of the 

storey, centred at 82 m, and indicative of shallow scours. Trough cross-beds (St) 

are exposed between 110 m and 13 0 m. The cliff face orientation here, is sub

parallel to the paleoflow direction indicated by PCL and oblique to one accretion 

direction. The variability of accretion directions seen in Figure 3.24 probably 

reflects the predominance of large troughs, and an SB element is indicated, with 

downstream-accreting macroforms (DA) locally. 

Storey # 2 onlaps against an incision into Storey # 1 between 106 m and 

110m and is cut out by Storey# 3, forming a wedge at 106.5 m (Enclosure 4). 

The unit extends for 21 m to the tip of the headland where the cliff face is oriented 

sub-parallel to depositional strike (Fig. 3.24). On the opposite side of the 

headland, the cliff face is oblique to depositional strike (Fig. 3.24). Inclined strata 

are developed in medium sandstone in the plane of section. A small scour 

approximately 0.5 m deep is developed between 115m- 117m. The mean 

accretion direction appears to be approximately 045°, and PCL appears to be trend 

sub-parallel to depositional strike. Macerated fossil plant material (carbonaceous 

material) is present at the base of the storey, seen between 130m and 135m. The 

dominant architectural element is probably LA. 

Storey# 3 has an erosional contact on Storey# 1 and# 2, and averages 2m 

in thickness. Its extent is 71 m, from 57 m to 128m. On the other side of the 

headland it disappears into the beach gravel at 157m. Bedding was· measured at 

108 m where the cliff face is oriented oblique to the depositional strike (Fig. 3 .25). 

Siderite nodules and fossil plant material (carbonaceous material) are incorporated 

into the basal strata. The grain size is medium sand. Inclined strata are present 
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Figure 3.23. 

Part of Port Caledonia Channel-Body# 3, 87 m to 103m interval on Enclosure 4. 
Channel body closely overlies a dark limestone above the Backpit coal. Storey# 1 
shows well developed inclined surfaces with current lineation trending. along strike 
(LA macroform). Storey # 2 also shows inclined surfaces with flow along strike. 
Scale is 1 m long. 
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but are not syste~atically developed, with a mean strike W-E and a northerly are 

present but are not systematically developed, with a mean strike W-E and a 

northerly accretion direction. Sr is present in the inclined layers, and paleoflow is 

sub-parallel to depositional strike. Siderite nodules are present near the top of the 

storey, and appear to be in situ. 

Storey# 4 has limited exposure and appears to onlap an erosive surface and 

wedge out at 140 m where Storey # 6 truncates it. . This storey averages 2 m in 

thiclmess. The cliff face orientation is normal to depositional strike (Fig. 3 .26). 

Some siderite nodules are found near the base. The grain size is mediwn sand. 

Inclined strata form a convex-up bedform, with bed sets up to 0.5 m thick. The 

vector mean strike of IS trends 116°/296° with dips ranging from 6° - 14 o NE to 

SW, reflecting the change in dip direction of the convex-up bedform. PCL trends 

subparallel to the mean IS strike. Ripple cross-lamination is present but a sparsity 

of measurements precludes a conclusive evaluation. The PCL trend suggests the 

presence of an LA element, although some strata might also be ascribed to an SB 

element. In situ siderite nodules are plentiful near the top of this storey, 

suggesting root development and subaerial exposure following deposition. 

Storey# 5 onlaps Storey # 4 and is truncated by Storey # 6 at 115 m. There 

is only about 20 m of exposed section for Storey # 5 and no measurements were 

taken. The storey appears to have similar features to Storey# 4, and the grain size 

is medium sand. An erosional outlier of this storey is located between 146m and 

154m, forming an erosional mound beneath Storey# 6. The exposure has the 

appearance of ridge-and-swale topography, implying that this storey could include 

an LA element. Siderite nodules are present near the top. 

Storey # 6 appears in the upper cliff face at 87 m and incises into Storey # 3 

and through Storeys# 4 and# 5. It disappears into the beach gravel and a rock fall 

at 187 m. The cliff face is roughly normal to the depositional strike (Fig. 3 .26). 
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The medium sandstone has some inclined strata but these are not systematically 

developed. The stri.ke of IS trends E-W with a northerly accretion direction. One 

Sr measurement trends 355° suggesting a possible DA element. The dominant 

lithofacies is St with concave-up, scour forms visible in Enclosure 4, having a 

relief of0.5 m. This storey may be an SB element. 

Storey # 7 has an erosive and somewhat planar base with broad, filled 

scours ranging in width from 2.5 m to 6 m and in thickness from 0.5 m to 1m. It 

appears in the upper cliff face at 99 m and disappears in beach gravels at 193 m. 

The cliff face between 136m and 193m is oriented normal to depositional strike 

(Fig. 3 .26). Some inclined heterolithic strata are developed but not systematically. 

The dominant bedform present is St, best seen between 166m- 175m. Two 

significant reactivation surfaces can be seen across the NW facing exposure from 

130m to 187m (third-order bounding surfaces). The grain size in the lower part 

of the storey is medium sand size, fining upward to vety fme sand size above the 

upper third-order bounding surface. In this upper part of the storey, small mounds 

and troughs are present, suggesting that ridge-and-swale topography developed 

prior to channel abandonment. The vector mean of strike on IHS trends 110°/290° 

with dips ranging from 3° - 20° NE and a mean accretion direction of 020° (Fig. 

3.26). Sr within St yielded a mean paleoflow direction of 0 II o which is sub

parallel to the accretion direction, suggesting a DA macro form element. This is 

applicable in the lower part of the storey but an LA element is probably present in 

the upper part as indicated by the ridge-and-swale topography. There are no 

measurements to verify paleoflow patterns at this level. 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.3 appears to be a "flashy" possibly seasonal flow 

sequence with a water depth up to 2 m in Storey # 6, shallowing to approXimately 
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1 m in Storey # 7. There were intervening periods of subaerial exposure and 

vegetation establishment between Storey # 2 through # 6. Storey # 1 appears to be 

going through a transition from downstream-accreting to lateral-accreting 

macroforms in a northerly direction. This may have been influenced by the 

tenacity of the underlying limestone and Backpit Seam. The base of Storey # 6 is 

particularly erosive. Sandy bedforms (SB element) is present in much of the 

sequence, suggesting low sinuosity channel systems in Storey #6 and the lower 

part of Storey #7, becoming more sinuous near the top of Storey # 7, prior to 

channel abandonment. The apparent LA element in Storeys # 4 and # 5 suggests 

that the channels were more sinuous ptior to the major erosive event of Storey # 6. 

The in situ position of the siderite nodules near the tops of many of the storeys 

suggests root development and subaerial exposure perhaps prior to successive 

channel fill cycles. This may also imply some seasonality controls to the 

depositional and intervening non-depositional periods. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.4 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.4 appears in the upper cliff face at 155m and continues 

beyond the described section. Within the confines of the described section, it was 

weathered or iriaccessible; hence no measurements were taken. 

Channel-body No.4 has a planar and slightly erosional base, partly incising 

into the upper part of Chaimel-body No.3, best seen between 157m and 170m 

and between 183m and 192m. Two storeys are present. Storey # 1 has a 

systematic stacking of ridge-and-swale topography, suggesting lateral-accretion 

and point-bar development (element LA). Ridge stacking patterns suggest channel 

migration towards the SW. The grain size is variable, with interdigitation of 

siltstone, very fme to fme sandstone. Storey # 2 has an erosional base with broad 

scours averaging 3 m across and 0.5 m in thickness. The dominant bedfoim 



appears to be St? and the grain size is medium sand. The predominance of St 

suggests SB architectural element. 

INTERPRETATION 
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Channel-body No.4 appears to have been deposited in sinuous channels for 

Storey# 1, with ridge-and-swale topography indicative of lateral-accretion, point 

bar development, and interdigitation of varied strata. Channels apparently became 

less sinuous above, with medium sand and St bedforms in Storey# 2. 

3.8 DONKIN 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The section is located at Donkin and commences just above the Emery 

Seam 120 m NW along the shore from a lower buried leaf of the McRury Seam in 

beach gravels (Fig. 1. 7). The- section contains numerous thin coals not readily 

correlated with named seams. The channel body located between about 15m and 

80 m was not described because it is poorly exposed (see Enclosure 4). The 

section comprises four channel bodies of which only three have been measured. 

Channel-body No.1 rests on floodplain deposits just above a leaf of the 

Emery Seam, commencing at about 120 m and disappearing below beach gravels 

near 200 m. It is about 11 m thick and has three storeys. A sequence of floodplain 

deposits and bayfills overlies Channel-body No.1. A 10 em thick coal seam is 

developed between bayfills (243m-277m). 

Channel-body No.2 appears in the cliff at 277m forming an erosional 

contact on floodplain deposits. It disappears laterally into the water and a major 

rock fall at 342 m. It is capped by about 7 m of floodplain deposits with a 7 em 
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coal seam 1.5 to_ 2m above the top of the channel body. 

Channel-body No.3 cuts into the floodplain deposits and commences in the 

cliff face at 346 m and disappears into beach gravel at about 487 m. This channel 

body has been subdivided into three storeys. The channel body has an exposed 

thickness of about 9 m, and is capped by floodplain deposits (1.5 m), bayfill 

sandstones (1.5 m) and 1-1.5 m of floodplain deposits, covered by 7 m ofbayfill 

deposits that are incised by Channel-body No.4. 

Channel-body No.4 forms an erosional contact on bayfill deposits that are 

capped by a thin coal on a thin limestone. Upright trees are rooted in the coal, and 

extend 0.5 m up into the base of the channel body. The channel body is visible in 

the cliff face at 490 m but is not accessible until 575 m. It can be traced west 

along the coast for an additional190 m beyond the view of section. The channel 

body has been subdivided into two storeys with a total visible thickness of about 

5.5 m. Storey# 1 is 3m thick, and Storey# 2 is 2.5 m thick. No measurements 

were taken in this channel body, due to time constraints. It was thought that this 

channel body would not add a significant amount to the overall analysis, since this 

interval had been described at other locations, therefore, it was decided to forego a 

description and inte1pretation at this site. 

The cliff face orientation trends dominantly NW/SE and swings to E/W at 

3.80 m. The tectonic tilt was measured on the Emery Seam at 125m (265°/5° 

NIW). Inclined strata were not corrected for tectonic tilt. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.1 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.1 has three storeys. Storey# 1 is about 3m thick, and 

the cliff face exposure is oriented oblique to depositional strike and mean 

paleoflow (Fig. 3.27). Storey# 2 is about 1.5 m thick, but has limited exposure 

and no measurements were recorded here. The cliff face orientation becomes 
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Paleoflow measurements for Channel-Body# 1, Storeys# 1 and# 3, and Channel
Body # 2 at Donkin. Tracing of channel body is shown on Enclosure 4. 
Lithostratigraphic symbols defmed on Figure 3.1. 
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more westerly between Storeys # 2 and # 3. For Storey # 3, the cliff face exposure 

is roughly oriented normal to the depositional strike and oblique to mean 

paleoflow direction (Fig. 3.27). The thickness of this storey is 5 m, and it rests 

upon a thin 25 em coal, partially exposed above the gravels, which appears to be 

cut out below Storey# 3. 

Channel-body No.1 has a erosional scoured base, partly incising through 

floodplain deposits into underlying bayfill deposits. The grain size is mediwn 

sand throughout all three storeys. Storey # 1 exhibits dominant St bedforms, with 

sets 5-l 0 em thick and cosets 40 em thick. Inclined strata are present, and the 

vector mean of IS strike trends 278°/098°. The mean accretion direction is 008°, 

and dips range from 12° - 28° NE to NW. Ripple cross-lamination (Sr) gives a 

mean paleoflow direction of 002° which is sub-parallel to the accretion direction. 

Primary current lineation gives a vector mean orientation of strike 053°/233° which 

is oblique to depositional strike. The predominance of St suggests an SB element. 

The sub-parallel orientation of Sr to the accretion direction additionally suggests 

that downstream-accreting macroforms (DA) are present locally. Stigmaria and an 

in situ fossil tree stump of a lepidodendrid are found at the top of this storey, 

suggesting continuous waterlogged conditions (Phillips, 1979; DiMichele and 

Phillips, 1994) and stabilization by vegetation before another major flood event. 

Storey # 2 has an erosional contact on Storey # 1. There is a predominance 

of St bedforms. suggesting an SB architectural element. The presence of coal, 

although poorly exposed, suggests a prolonged period of floodplain stability and 

waterlogging during which mire vegetation accumulated. 

Storey# 3 has an erosional base where the contact is visible. Inclined strata 

are present, and St bedforms dominate, with some ripple cross-lamination and 

plane beds. Broad concave-up surfaces are present, approximately 3 m across by 

0.5 min vertical relief. A third-order reactivation smface is visible between 147m 
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and 163m (Enc!osure 4). Contorted beds are observable at 166m, suggesting 

disrupted flow armmd an obstruction in the channel, possibly a log, or collapse 

around it after deposition. In situ siderite nodules are present at the top of the 

storey, and suggest rooting by vegetation after channel abandonment. The vector 

mean strike of IS trends 246°/066° with dips ranging from 7o - 26° NW and a mean 

accretion direction of 330°. Measurements of Sr give a mean paleoflow direction 

of 019° which is oblique to the depositional strike, but the average orientation of 

PCL is sub-parallel to the accretion direction. The dominance of St suggests an 

SB element, and the inclined surfaces suggest the presence of macrofonns with 

variable paleoflow directions on their surfaces (LA/DA). 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.1 appears to be dominated by SB architectural element, 

with plane beds present, suggesting low sinuosity channels and "flashy" 

depositional cycles. A probable DA macroform is also present. There appears to 

have been quiescent periods with prolonged waterlogging conditions between all 

three storeys, as indicated by the presence of a fossil tree stump in situ and a coal 

seam. The section as a whole, in the Emery to Stony interval, resembles the 

architecture of seam splitting amongst sandstones, with intervening coals and erect 

trees, as at Table Head (Calder et al., 1996). 

CHANNEL-BODY No.2 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No.2 is about 7 m thick, and rests upon fme-grained deposits 

that include thin coal and limestone beds. The cliff face orientation is 340 which 

is oblique to the mean depositional strike of IS and oblique to the mean paleoflow 

direction (Fig. 3.27). A planar and slightly erosive basal contact is visible on 

floodplain deposits. The grain size is fme sand. The lower part of the ·channel 
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body is plane be_dded (Sh), characteristic of architectural element LS and periodic 

upper regime flow. IS is systematically developed at a higher level, with a vector 

mean strike of IS of272o or 0~2o and dips ranging from 9o- 15° NW/NE_ The 

mean accretion direction is 002°. Some broad concave up troughs are developed 

near the top of the channel body, suggesting St bedforms. Sr measurements 

yielded a mean paleo flow direction of 0 15° which is sub-parallel to the accretion 

direction, suggesting a DA element for the majority of the channel body. PCL 

measurements give a vector mean of 054°/234° which is oblique to the accretion 

direction. The upper part of the channel body may contain a transition between 

DA and SB elements. 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.2 has low sinuosity indicated by the LS, DA and SB 

elements. The presence of element LS indicates upper regime flow, and the water 

depth may have decreased near the top of the channel body with the development 

of St, possibly as dune trains or scours cutting the top of the DA macroform. The 

close association of the channel body with underlying coal and limestone suggests 

that this channel body may be part of a prograding lake or bay delta deposit. 

CHANNEL-BODY No.3 DESCRIPTION: 

Channel-body No3 has three storeys. Storey# 1 is about 4.5 m thick, 

Storey# 2 is about 3m thick and Storey# 3 is about 5 m thick The measured 

section has a cliff face orientation of 340 which is oblique to the depositional 

strike and sub-parallel to the mean paleoflow direction in Storey# 1 (Fig. 3.28). 

The cliff face orientation changes to 270° in Storey# 2 making it sub-parallel to 

depositional strike of IS and nearly normal to the mean paleoflow direction (Fig. 

3 .28). In Storey # 3 the cliff face is oriented sub-parallel to depositional strike and 
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oblique to the m~an paleoflow direction (Fig. 3 .28). 

Channel-body No.3 incises through an upper sequence of floodplain 

deposits, a partly covered 1.4 m thick coal seam (Stony Seam?) and into a lower 

sequence of floodplain deposits (380m position: Enclosure 4). The channel body 

may downcut farther into Channel-body No.2 offshore whlch could increase the 

total thickness of Channel-body No.3 to about 12 m. Coal rip-up intraclasts were 

noted near the base of Storey # 1 at 3 85 m. Storey # 1 has IS with St, Sr and Sh 

bedforms. Bedsets range from 10-45 em thickness, and the grain size is medium 

sand. Broad concave-up surfaces are present with up to 1.5 m relief and widths up 

to 15 m. The "vector mean strike of IS is 289°/109° with dips ranging from 9° - 29° 

NW to NE. The mean accretion direction is 019°. The mean paleoflow direction 

from Sr is 323° which is oblique to depositional strike, and three PCL 

measurements recorded a sub-parallel trend . Storey # 1 appears to be of SB 

element. 

Storey# 2 has an erosional contact with Storey # 1. The grain size is 

medium sand size, and St, Sr and inclined strata are present. The vector mean 

strike of IS is 294°/114°, with a mean accretion direction of024° and dips ranging 

from 17° - 28° NE. The mean paleoflow direction from Sr is 009° which is sub

parallel to the accretion direction, suggesting aDA element. The predominance of 

St also suggests the possibility of an SB element. 

Storey # 3 has an erosional to planar bounding surface on Storey # 2. An 

incision of 1 m can be seen at 3 90 m. The grain size is fme sand. Broad, 

systematically stacked and asymmetrical convex-up barforms are found in 

association with IHS, as seen from about 420 m to 4 70 m on Enclosure 4. The 

relief on the barforms ranges from 1-2m. The vector mean of the IHS strike 

trends 280°/100° giving a mean accretion direction ofOIOo and dips ranging from 

3° - 14° NE. Sparse Sr data indicate paleoflow direction oblique to depositional 
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strike. The St bedforms suggest an SB element. 

INTERPRETATION 

Channel-body No.3 has a major erosive base with at least 4 m of incision 

visible and broad concave-up surfaces, suggesting frequent erosional events and 

perhaps low sinuosity channels. Flow was periodically in the upper regime for 

Storey# 1, as indicated by the presence of plane beds with current lineation. 

Storey # 2 has similar flow characteristics, with slightly lower flow velocity as 

indicated by the smaller scale of scours. Storey # 3 has lower flow velocity with 

fine sand size and IHS. The St bedforms suggest low sinuosity channels and a 

'flashy' depositional style also. 

A summary of the descriptions of all the channel bodies and storeys in the 

Emery to Backpit interval, from this and all the other outcrop sites in the study 

area, are tabulated on Table 3 .1. 



Table 3.1 

Channel Body/ 
Storey 

Black Rock Point 

1/ l 
Still 

Sl. H 2 

Sl.ll J ·6 

Big Bras D'Or 

St.# I 

St.# 2 

Sytlney Mines 

l/2 
Sl.lf I 

Sl.l12 

St.lf:l 

St./14 

Summary description of Channel Bodies and Stories in the Emt>ry to Back pit interval, Sydney Basin 

Thickness Architectural Facies Associated Grain Size & 
(m) Elements & Strata Variation 

Variations 

41 DNl.A Sh, Sr, St, lnciSC'> Bay fill sst and OF nho' e STONY SEAM (IS) MS 
S.: 

3 LA St, Sr, Se Incises Storey II I. Cut out b) Storey II 3. Thin coal lens at base (IS) M-CS 

1.J. 3.8 SO/DA St, Sr,S.: Incises each su<:«ssivc storey ~ap)..OO by OF. IS in 5 & 6 F-MS(3)0 , MS (4)0 , M-FS(S)• , • 
M-FS, FS, VFS(6)0 

• (3) Storey # 

Composite 13 m 

2 SB St,Sr Gradational to erosional basal contact on floodplain deposits rooted at VFS,ST/VFS 
top 

i 

-7 LA Sh, Sr,Sp, Incision of Storey II I, underlying OF and possibly Unnamed Seam, Interdigitation MST + ST/VFS, 
Se rooted top, thin rider scam on top, RST, ISIIHS FS 

Compo~itc 9 m+ 

l.R LS/DA Sh, Sr, Se Incises partly Emery Seam, Pl3nt fragments, IS FS 

I SB Se.Sr Partial onlnJllincision of Storey# I , Siderite nodules, IS FS ! 

I.J SB Sr. S.:, Ss Incises Storey II 2, Plant fragments, Calftmjtc;s, scour till FS 

1.5 sn Sc, St. Sr Siderite nodules, upright tree trunk , rests on & interfingers with OF FS, F·MS in outlier 
in outlier 

- ---- \0 
0\ 



St./15 0.75 SB 

St. // 6 I !-m 

Composite 7.35m 

Sydney Mines 

212 2 Sfl 
Sl.l/1 

St." 2 3.2 LA-LS 
LA I SB 
IS ~IllS 

St. rt ~ 2 t.A ·'!.'> 

St./14 J.R J.S 

·. Composite 11m . 

Victoria Mi11es 

1/J 1 :m 
St. /II 

St.il 2 0.5 S11 

St.//3 2 Sll I J)A 

St. 114 2 LA. . . 

Composite S.Sm 

Se,Sr Siderite nodules, upright tree trunk , rests on & intcrting.crs with OF 
in mttlicr 

Sc,Sr Siderite nodules, upright tree trunk, rests on & intL-rlingcrs with OF in 
outlier 

Se,St, Sr Siderite nodules, Cnlumitc~·. Incision (1m) into OF pnrtinl onlnp of 
OF 

Sc, Sh, Sr, MST Rubble with siderite nodules 111 bnsc. Incision of Storey II 1 
St pnrtinl onlnJJ 

S<.:.Sh.Sr Incision (If Storey //2 ovcrl:1p of Storey II l onlnp nf OF. siderite 
nodules in MST at hnsc 

Sc,Sh,Sr Incision of Storey II 3, siderite nodules in MST nt hnsc, channel 
ahnndonmcntlill nt top &. Bnyfill sst, l'nlcosol, Red bed.~ 

Sr. St Incises h:1ytil1 dcJ>nsits. IS, <.:oneordunt !ills, slightly grndcd hcds 
-= 

St llwud 1~tsnl scour, cunrsc lug, l(>ssilp1:ml mutcrinl I siderite. incision 
11110 onln1> of StorL-y II 1, IS 

St,Sr Disturbed strntilicntion plnnt nmtcrinl, incise~ Storey tr I nncJ II 2 

Sr. minorSh l'lunnr contnct on Storey rt 3, rooted nt tOjl, sidcritic. IS,Ilood]Jlnin 
deposits on top 

FS 

FS 

MS 

F-MS,MS 

F -MS 

F - MS. PS. VFS. ST fine 
upwnrd 

1~. M-<.:S lenses 

VI'S 

CS nt bnsc. MS 

MS line~ llJl to ST 

\0 _. 



Victoria Mines 

2/J 0.7 D/\'1 or Sll 

J/J 4.7 Sll 

Lingan 

Jr.l Unit A 4 l.A 
St. III 

St.ll2 J LA? 

St. II:! 5 l.A 

Composite 12m 

Unit II 7 Buy till 

II~ 6 LA 
St./14 

2/J R Sl! 

.l/Jllnit A 4 Sll 
St. II\ LS nttop 

St. ff 2 3 I.S 

Composite 7m 

3/3 Unit[) 7 . llnyftll 

-----

St,Sr Erosionnl hns~ on llocxlplnin deposit~. nbund!lllt plnnts, close 
proximil)' to und~rlying limestone nnd Unnnmcd Con! 

St,Sr,Sh Incise~ hnylill, FS unu ST, hnsnl intrnclnsts ol' lbssillingmcnL~. lime-
stone. IS. rooted ntlol' with ferruginous nnd cnlCllrcou~ nodules 

s~. Sr. Sh IS. pnrtiul in~ision of I' hulen Scam nnd Bnylill deposits, lclssil r>lnnt 
mntcrinl nt hnse 

Sc.St IS. incises Storey II l,planl frngmcnts ncnr h:tsc wilh MST intr;~chtsts. 
C.:rolmnitcs 

Sc,St IS + II IS. incises nnd pnrtinlly cuts out Ston:y II 2, cnrl>Oitnccous 
tnnlcri:.l at ha.o.;c 

CnpJ>ed hy MST llood-plnin dcJ'IOsit, incised hr Stnrcy 114, srnnll smttl 
filled scours nl lop 

Sc,St IS. RST, incises thmugh tlnitll,lllllltlgamntcs with St<>rcy II J, 
cnppcd by llocxlplain MST, pnleosol, MST,Iimcstone with mudcrncks · 

Sc, St. Sr IS & IllS, MST, siderite 1\chhl~. hl<>e~y limestone intrnclnsts nl hnsc; 
brond troughs cnpJ>ed by lloodJ>Iilin dt.1'10Sils, B~ckJiit Senm, hlncl; 
limestone 

Sc, St,Sh IS, inci>C> lloodplnin MST nnd lucnlly, riclcr cnnl scnm, onlnps dt.-cp 
inci~ion 

Sh IS, sine ked convc:<·llp hArfonm onlnp deep incision, cnppcd by hnyfill 
MST,sst 

Subplnnnr beds, Sr, rills over low-nnglc surfaces cnppcd by nodulnr 
cnlcrcte, red nnd srey MST below Bouthillier Seam 

-~---- --·- - ------

MS -·F·MS 

VCS nt hn,-c. lines up to FS 

MS 

M.S, VCS at hnsc 

CS nt hnsc, MS 

VI'S I ST. FS nl !OJ> 

MS ·FS 

VCS • CS nt hn~-e. fines up t<> 
MS,FS 

MS 

MS 

MSTNFSIST 

1.0 
QO 



Dominion 

St. II I 2 I $, Sll nl I~ISC 

Sl.ll2 5 I.'>, SB nt buse 

Sl.l/3 -2 LA 

Composite -·9m 

Port Caledonia 

114 J LA 

2/4 2.2 DA 
St./11 

St.112 2 DA? 

St. II :1 1.5 DA 

Composite 5.7 m 

3/4 3.5 DA,SB,I.A 
St. /11 

St./12 1.11 LA 

St.//3 2 LA 

Sl.l/4 2 Li\, SB? 

Sl./15 2 l.i\ 

St.//G J.!l Sll 

St./17 :l5 DAlLA 

Sh.St Sils m1 hluck shnlc 11 hove hlnck nml grey lim1--stnnc 

Sh, St, Sr Incises nn<.l onla11s StOf"-')' II I 

St, Sr, Sh Incises Storeys II 1 & 2, lines up Stigmaria & Cnlmnitcs hdnw 
nhnndomncnt fill on Storey II 2. could he pm't ofStnrcy II~. HST, 
nh:uu.lonmcnt chnnncllill cnvcrcd by hlnck limestone 

S11 IllS. RST. sits nn.l>:trlly i11ciscs lloo<IJ•Inin dcJ><>sils :1l><>VC paleosol. 
Capped by pn lcosol 

Sr. Ss 1S/H IS. co11 vex-up hnrf'nnns, erosive contnct on hnyfil1 sst 

St,Sr, Ss IS. erosional conlnct on Storey II l, COilVCX·tiJl onrfonns 

Ss IS, crc~ionn 1 ccmtuct on Storey II 2 conveX-till bar forms, cnpllCO hy 
Bnckt>it Scnm, hlnck limestone, noodplnin deposits 

Sc,St IS, incises pnrlly through !loooplnin deposits to limestone 

Sc IS. (mlnps incision into Storey II l. l(,;silplanl material :1t hnsc 

Sc,Sr IS, fossilplnnt mntcrinl nnd siderite nodules nt base, siderite at lOll 

IS. RST, onlltlls incision on Storey II :1, siderite nodules ul hnsc nml 
1011 

IS. RST. siderite nodules ncnr loll. Erc~innnl outlier. mtl:1ps Stnrcy 
II 4 

Se. Sr. St !S, incises to StorL-y II J mu.l cuts uutt>:lrls ui'Storcy II 4 :mtl/1 5. 
Siderite nodules ncnr hn~e nnd top 

Sc. St, Sr IllS. RST ncar top. cnJl!l<.'tl hy floO<Iplnin d1-1l0Sits. rrntlcd 

MS 

MS 
CS nt hnsc 

CStoFS 

l'S 1<1 VFS to ST I MST 

MS 

MS fining up lo ~NFS 

MS 

MS 

MS 

MS 

MS 

MS 

MS. fines up to VFS 

I 
I 

i 
I 

\0 
\0 



I C.:nmpnsite tlt(,m 

I 4/4 1.11 I. A 
i St.J/ 1 

St.l/2 2.2 .. ~B 

Compo~itc 4m 

Dnn/cin 

113 3 SB/DA 
St.ll 1 

St.//2 1.5 su 
St. II J 5 SR 

l.NI>A 

Comtmsitc 9.5m 

:m 7 I>A · Sll 

3/J 4.5 Sll 
St.//1 

St.//2 J I>A/SB 

St./13 5 SB 

Comt>Osite 12.5m 
---------- -------

~e 

Sc, St 

Sc, St, Sr 

St,Sc 

Sc.St, Sr. 
Sh.Ss 

St, Sr. Sc, 
s~ 

St,Sr,Sh, 
Sc,Ss 

St,Sr.Sc 

St,Sr,Sc 

Ill~. RST, incises noodpluin dct'l<lsit"mHI pml of ridges nl top of 
Ch:mnd l!ntly U ,'l 

IS, Stigmnrin nnd iu .filrt fossil tree stump ol top 

Thin co~ lot top, crosionnl contact on Storey II I 

IS, rc"ctiv8tion surfncc, hrond concnve-up surfncc~. contorted hcds, 
incises Storey 112, cnp1>ed hy lloodpl:1in dcpusits & hnylills 

IS, plmwr. slightly erosive, contnct em II<K><It>lnin tlcpusils, hm:~tl 
C011Ci1VC·tlll troughs, CAI>pcd hy noodl>l:till dcpooits 

IS, inci..:s lloodplnin dc1>0sits nncl STONY SEAM pussihly down to 
Clmnncl Hody ff2, brond concAve-up smfncc~ 

IS. cmsionnl c<>ntnct on Ston:y II I 

IllS, convex-up harfom1s nsymmetricnlly stncl:cd 

-- ---

STIVFSIFS 

M~ 

MS 

MS 

MS 

FS 

MS 

MS 

FS 

'""'" Q 
Q 



CHAPTER4: FLUVIAL STYLE & STRATIGRAPHIC TRENDS 

4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF CHANNEL BODIES 

The channel bodies and storeys were evaluated for common characteristic 

features such as thickness, architectural elements, grain size distribution, and 

morphology. From this evaluation a classification scheme was derived which is 

described below and summarized in Table 4.1. The classification sche~e is listed 

as follows: Group A, multi-storey bedload systems; Group B, low sinuosity sand 

flat systems; Group C~> sinuous mixed load channels; Group C2, sinuous 

suspended load channels; Group D~> distributary, bed load channels; Group D2, 

distributary, mixed load channels; Group E, channel flood fill. 

Multi-storey bedload systems (Group A channel bodies and storeys) are 

well represented across the entire Sydney Basin in all stratigraphic intervals 

studied. Individual stories range in thickness from 1.3 m to 8 m and composite 

thicknesses of channel bodies that contain storeys attributed to Group A range 

from 4 m to 18.6 m. The diagnostic architectural element is sandy bedforms (SB) 

with minor associated elements of downstream-accretion deposits (DA), laminated 

sand sheets (LS), and lateral-accretion deposits (LA). They typically have very 

coarse grained sandstone above an erosional base, becoming medium sand size 

with slight upward fining. Storeys generally have sub-planar erosional bases and 

are vertically stacked, but locally they cut out underlying storeys ( eg. Black Rock 

Point). In the available outcrops, their basal surfaces were noted to incise up to 6 

minto underlying strata (eg. Lingan Channel-Body No.3). The channel bodies 

are the product of large sandy bedload systems, with low sinuosity; possibly 

braided channels. They have the potential of being valley fills, however, given 
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T able 4.1 Classification of Channel Bodies and Storeys in the Emery to Backpit interval, Sydney Basin 

Group Bod ies/Storcys Thiclmess (m) Architectural Elements Interpretation 
& Grain Size 

Storl'y!l Compositl' 

A Mulli·Ntorey II.R.I'., Sty I, J-6 U-4 D Sll; miriur I> A. I.S. I .A. typil:lrlly wry cnnr:cc If> I Art,:.: :<nn<ly h<:dlnud system~. with lnw sinuc-.ity 
hec.lload system~ V.M., Cllll 1, Sty ~ 2 2 m~c.lium .and, with slightul'wnrd lining (l>ruic.l~d) channels; possibly vnlley till~ 

cnn 3 4.7 4.7 
Linp,nn, crl/12 R K 

CBR 3. Sty I (lower) -J 4 
l't.Cnl., Cll/1 2 I.S . 2.2 5.7 

CBII 3, Sly 1,6.7 (lower) 1.75 .J.ll 111.6 
cnu 4.sty2 2.2 4 

ll<ml;in,Cil//1.23.t1"/ 1.5-7 '1.~. 7.12.5 

B I .ow Sinuosity S .M.,CBI/1 0.75- 1.!1 7 .. 15 I.S, DA; r Sll in lower deeper chnrmd, typicnlly l'lnnnr snml sheets nnd within-channcllmrs in 
><lllltlllMt sy~l<.'lllS ('JI/1 2. Sty l . 2 ( uppn). 1- .1.11 II IIICtlium Sllll(l shnllnw chunnds. "l'l'cr rcl\irnc llnw (11nshy): 

.l {ttPI"'' ), 4 lt>ettl, deeper ~lumncls with·' -I> tluncs ruu.l 
Lin~nn, en It J . Sty I ( upllCr) ··I 4 prohnblc pcrcnuinl flow 

Sty 2 ·' 7 
I )uminiun. Sty I, 2 2-5 'J 

C1 Sinno\&S mixed n.R.I'., Sty 2 3 IJ I .A, tyr•icnlly medium snnd with upward fining Sinuous (mcnndcrin!() channels with lfttcrlll 
lond channels S.M., en ff 2, Stys 2,J (lower) I· J.2 II nccretion surfnccs and ridgc-and-swalc 

V.M.,CB/11,Sty4 2 2 tnrmp,mphy (J>Oint- l>nr nml scroll·bM dcpo~ils) 
l.ingnn CB II I , Sty I, 2, J, J-5 12 sometime~ ohscrvctl: conr.;cr lhnn C1, mixo:d 
4 (lower) (j load; commonly associated with Grour> A anti B 
Dominion, Sty ] - 2 .. 9 channel bodies 
Pt. Cnl., Cll/1 J, Sly 2-5 I.K. 2 lllJ· 

c,simtC\\19 Jl.ll.D., Sty 2 -7 ··'.I 1.1\, muinly line snntllo cl~y Sinuot&N (meandering) chnnncls with lateral 
suspended lone.! tinp,an, CllH I, Sty 4 (uJ>pcr) .. J 6 accretion surfaces nntl rid~e-and-swnlc 
chnnncls i't.Cnl.,Cil/1 t ~ J tc>pngrnJ>hy (rmint·hnr nncl scroll-bur deposits): 

CB/1 J,Sty7(nppcr) 1.75 :1.5 susJ>Cndc<llnnd prominent; co&nnwnly ftssocinfcd 
CBff 4, Sty I I.K 4 with noodplnin lines {l.in~nn). form topmost 

storey of'Grotrp A or C1 channel bodies {Pt. 

- - - - - - ----
CnlcdoniR), or overlie Grou11 D1 hody (RB.D.) )oooo& 

s 



D, Distrihtolnry. B.ll.J).,Sty 1 2 
hcdloud 
chnnncls 

0 1 Distrihutnry, V.M., Cl3H I,Sty I, 2 0.5 - I 
mixed lood 
chnnncls 

EChamtel V.M.,Cillf 2 0.7 
flood fill 

- ---- --- -----

2. Sll. mninly tine sund to ~ ilt 

1.5 SB, with gr~ded hc:dding; mixed coal'l!e to very 
fine sand, with silt nnd clny prominent 

1!.7 DA, SB; medium "111111, slighl linin[\ up 

Smnll chnnncl cuttin~ into mouth·hncs nnd 
hnylills,pos.,1hly distributary dumnd, ovcrlnin hy 
lnrp.c storey (Group C 1). (IUI.D., Sty 2.) 

Suhnqueous channel~ prograding into standing 
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that the dimensions of the majority of channel bodies appear small, it is more 

likely that these and all subsequent channel body groups are channel fills . An 

exception to this may be present in the Phalen Mine offshore from New 
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Waterford, at a stratigraphic level equivalent to Lingan Channel-Body No. 2 and 

Victoria Mines Channel-Body No.3 in outcrop (Enclosure 3, Fig. 3.6). The 

Phalen Mine channel body incises at least 10 m tlrrough strata equivalent to Ling an 

Channel-Body No. 1 and into the Phalen Seam (Naylor et al. , 1996). 

Low sinuosity sand flat systems (Group B channel bodies ru:td storeys) are 

represented at Sydney Mines, Lingan and Dominion as indicated on Table 4.1 and 

on Enclosures 2 and 3. Individual storeys range in thickness from 0.75 m to 5 m 

while composite thicknesses range from 4 m to 11 m. The dominant architectural 

element present in this type of channel body is laminated sand sheets (LS), 

commonly associated with downstream-accretion deposits (DA). A sandy 

bedform (SB element) may be present in the lower deeper part of the channel 

body. Group B is well represented at Dominion. The grain size averages medium 

sand. The channel bodies of this classification represent planar sand sheets and 

within-channel bars in shallow channels, formed in the upper flow regime. 

Locally, deeper channels may develop 3-D dunes with SB element and probable 

perennial flow, sustained at lower stage and flow velocity (Cant and 

Walker,1978). Some shoaling may be evident as indicated by in situ erect 

vegetation in the channel bodies at Sydney Mines. 

Sinuous mixed load channels (Group C1 channel bodies and storeys), 

(Table 4.1), are common across the Sydney Basin also, but were not encountered 

at Big Bras d'Or, Victoria Mines or Donkin. The best exposures of this channel 

body type are in Storey# 2 at Black Rock Point, Channel-Body No.2 at Sydney 

Mines; Channel-Body No.1 at Lingan, and Channel-Body No.3 at Port Caledonia. 

The dominant architectural element is lateral-accretion deposits (LA). The 
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diagnostic characteristic that sets them apart from Group C2 , described below, is 

their coarser grain size and an absence of mud thalweg and swale fills. They 

represent sinuous (meandering) channels with lateral accretion surfaces and mixed 

load. They are commoruy associated with Groups A and B channel bodies where 

they represent channels with bank attached bar forms withln an overall low 

sinuosity bedload system. Ridge-and-swale topography attributed to point-bar and 

scroll-bar deposits is locally observed, but is commonly truncated and difficult to 

recognize. Thus, is the relationship of paleoflow direction and orientation of 

inclined surfaces, whereby the paleoflow indicators show an orientation parallel or 

sub-parallel to the mean strike of the inclined surfaces. The thickness of 

individual storeys of Group cl ranges from 1 - 5 m, (average 3 m) and they can be 

part of ch.annel bodies with a composite thickness ranging from 2 to 18.6 m. 

Sinuous suspended load channels (Group C2 channel bodies and storeys), 

(Table 4.1), represent the classic meandering fluvial channels With lateral accretion 

surfaces (LA), ridge-and-swale topography (point-bar and scroll-bar deposits) 

clearly preserved in outcrop. Suspended load is prominent with LA architectural 

elements, with mainly fme to very fme sand in the bank attached point-bars and 

interdigitation of very fine sand to silt and clay in thalwegs and swales. This type 

of channel body is commonly associated with floodplain fines at Lingan (Channel

Body No.I, upper part of Storey# 4), or at Port Caledonia (Channel-Body No.I). 

They also fonn topmost storeys of Group A or C1 channel bodies, including 

Channel-Body No.3, Storey# 7 at Port Caledonia and Lingan Channel-Body No. L 

In addition, the Group C2 type of channel body locally overlies Group D1 bodies, 

described below. This association is well represented at Big Bras d'Or (Enclosure 

1). More sinuous suspended load channels may have been formed throughout the 

stratigraphic intervals studied but complete preservation was limited to three sites. 

Individual storeys range in thickness from 1.75 m to 7 m, possibly greater, ·and 
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composite thickness of channel bodies that include c2 deposits range from 3 m to 9 

m or more. 

Distributary, bedload channel deposits (Group D1) are relatively small (2m 

in thickness). The dominant architectural element is sandy bedform (SB) with 

prominent trough forms and small scour fills. The grain size ranges from fme sand 

to silt. These channel bodies typically cut into mouth-bar and bayfill deposits and 

are single storeyed. They are significant in that they represent possible 

distributary channels that are a precursor to subsequent larger channel body 

development, such as the channel body at Big Bras d'Or (Enclosure 1). At this 

site the distributary channel incises into grey laminated shales (bayfill deposits), 

has local concentrations of siderite nodules at the base, and is rooted on top. 

Other occurrences of this type of channel body are present across the basin and 

have generally been described as crevasse splay channels or parts of bayfill 

deposits. This site is the only one noted in the study interval that clearly shows the 

direct association of distributary channel to overlying successor channel (see also 

Group D2 channel body at Victoria Mines). 

Distributary, mixed load channel deposits (Group D2) are similar to those of 

Group D1, in that the dominant architectural element is SB and thicknesses are 

similar (Table 4.1 ). However, Group D2 channel bodies can have more than one 

storey and they have graded bedding on concordant surfaces within troughs, 

indicative of a subaqueous site deposition. · The troughs are low-angled erosional 

surfaces with concordant fills, rather than scours associated with the downstream 

migration of coherent sets of dunes, and the storeys are made up of grouped scour 

fills. The grain size ranges from mixed coarse to very fine sand, with silt and clay 

prominent upward. These channel bodies represent subaqueous channels 

prograding into a standing body of water, perhaps a brackish bay or interfluve 

lake, in advance of the main channel body of Group A. The only example· of this 
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type of channel body association is found within the Phalen to Unnamed 

cyclothem at Victoria Mines (Figures 3. 9 and 3.1 0), where it is overlain by a 

multi-storey, bedload channel body, the paleoflow direction between storeys can 

be quite variable. Other occurrences of this type of channel body were not 

recognized in any other cyclothems studied. Although Groups D1 and D2 are both 

the product of distributary channels, no locality was noted where the two groups 

are associated. 

A channel flood fill (Group E) is only recognized at Victoria Mines (Figure 

3.9). It is only 0.7 m thick and single storeyed. It is identified by its architectural 

elements downstream-accretion deposits (DA) with sandy bedforms (SB). The 

grain size is predominantly medium sand with slight fining upward. It has been 

interpreted as the deposit of a shallow channel with a sandy bedload, and it 

contains abundant large fossil plant material, indicative of a rapid isolated flood 

event. The channel body incised through a forested swamp and may have linked 

up with a larger, higher order channel to the east. The paleoflow direction 

indicates 160°, unusual within the study area, and this direction may be a function 

of local topography and the site of exposure. This channel body represents a 

catastrophic, ephemeral event, possibly a side tributary. Other examples of this 

channel body may be amalgamated into the basal scour fills of larger multi-storey 

units described at several locations. 

4.2 STRATIGRAPIDC RELATIONSIDP AND DEPOSITIONAL 

HISTORY 

Introduction 

The stratigraphic relationship and depositional history of the lower Sydney 

Mines Formation is described in terms of cyclothem intervals below. Giblrng and 
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Bird (1994) describe a well developed cyclothem in terms of sequence 

stratigraphic units. The sequence stratigraphic model, developed by the Exxon 

Group (Van Wagoner et al., 1 988) and refmed by others, is an eloquent tool for 

packaging stratigraphic units . As pointed out by Saunders (1995), the model 

works best in areas where the section runs from a proximal to distal basinal 

setting, including a marine component, and where there is reasonable seismic 

coverage. The absence of a marine section presents some difficulty in the 

application of the sequence stratigraphy model to the lower SMF strata. However, 

there are some inferences that can be made by using the model. The principal 

units or bounding surfaces, employed in the sequence stratigraphy model are: the 

sequence boundary, the transgressive surface and the maximum flooding surface. 

These principal bounding smfaces envelop three systems tracts: lowstand, 

transgressive and highstand systems tracts (Van Wagoner et al., 1988). 

The inferred sequence boundary within a typical cyclothem commences on 

top of a nodular calcrete/palustrine limestone paleosol (Tandon and Gibling, in 

press). This surface implies a lowstand systems tract. Calcretes may be sequence 

boundaries, equivalent to some paleo valleys, or may be local dryland facies 

capping abandoned channel belts (see Fig. 1.5). It is also inferred that channel 

incision may have occur concurrently, bypassing the dzyland site and prograding 

seaward as a forced regression (Van Wagoner et al. , 1988), not preserved in 

outcrop. The climatic conditions inferred during this sequence boundary 

development is that of sub-humid to semi-arid (Tandon and Gibling, in press). A 

gradual return to more humid conditions is indicated by base level rise and a 

transgressive systems tract consisting of aggrading major channel body fills, local 

red calcic vertisols or oxidized redbeds (Tandon and Gibling, in. press), in an 

alluvial plain setting. This is followed by a transition to coastal plain, wet climatic 

conditions and the development of hydromorphic paleosols and local calcareous 
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nodules, and peat accumulation in regional mires (Fig. 1.5). 

The top of a major coal seam indicates a maximum flooding surface. This 

is followed by organic-rich black shale and limestone, with possible marine 

influence, representing a condensed section (Gibling and Bird, 1994), and the 

commencement of a highstand systems tract (Tandon and Gibling, in press). The 

highstand systems tract consists of coarsening up bayfill deposits, minor coal splits 

and hydromorphic paleosols (Tandon and Gibling, in press) with siderite nodules. 

Gradually, relative sea-level would have begun to drop and a return to drier 

conditions would have brought about the development of another sequence 

boundary. This gives the framework for sequence stratigraphy development within 

the individual cyclothem intervals described below. 

McRury to Emery Interval 

The lower most cyclothem in the study area is represented by the McRury 

to Emery seam interval at Donkin. Other coastal outcrops may be preserved 

within the Glace Bay Syncline area between Donkin and Lingan Bay, south of Port 

Caledonia and Dominion sections (Boehner and Giles, 1986). Within this area the 

formation base of the Sydney Mines Formation is lower and includes the Gardiner 

Seam interval. To the west of Lingan the lower boundary of the Sydney 

Mines Formation commences progressively higher stratigraphically: just below the 

Emery Seam from Lingan to Sydney Mines; just below the Stony Seam at Black 

Rock Point. At the time of deposition of the McRwy to Emery seam interval, it 

would appear that the Glace Bay Syncline area was a topographic low, allowing 

for peat accumulation and associated deposits (Hacquebard and Donaldson, 1969), 

while the area immediately to the west was relatively higher. The area around the 

Bridgeport Anticline axis was a positive feature at this time and might have formed 

a low drainage divide. This would imply a coastal plain to embayment 
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environment and set some limit of coastline and maximwn regional transgression 

across the basin study area. It also implies that the Glace Bay Syncline area could 

have been a major locus for a receiving basin. The Emery seam zone marks the 

maximum regional flooding limit that would have resulted from inundation of the 

region, presumably to the north in the section offshore. No evidence of limestone 

or marine influence was noted in outcrop. 

Interpretation of this interval is very speculative, however, it would appear 

that the limited exposure indicates a low sinuosity, braided channel- system with a 

sandy bed load (Group A). Paleoflow measurements from ripple cross-lamination 

shift vertically, channel base to top, from NW toNE (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4). This 

paleoflow variability suggests channel switching . Third-order bounding surfaces 

separate each unit within the channel body (Enclosure 4), implying reactivation 

surfaces. However, they could be higher order bounding surfaces which would 

indicate discrete storeys within the channel body. 

Emery to Stony Interval 

Following peat deposition in the Emery mire, sediment supply was 

reactivated and Channel-Bodies# 1 at the Donkin and Sydney Mines sites were 

formed (Fig. 4.1). The depositional style is similar at both locations, in that there 

is evidence for episodic flow and subaerial exposure during and between storey 

deposition. This allowed time for some vegetation to become established before 

the next sediment influx. There is some variance in channel development between 

the two sites, however, as indicated by the multi-storey bedload systems at Donkin 

(Group A), (possibly more proximal braided river) and the low sinuosity sand flat 

systems at Sydney Mines (Group B). The Donkin site could have been part of a 

broad paleovalley and the dominant receiving basin at this time. The equivalent 

section at Lingan shows bayfill and well drained floodplain deposition as indicated 
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by the presence of calcrete paleosols (Fig. 4.1, Enclosure 3). The presence .of 

calcretes implies seasonally arid conditions (Tandon and Gibling, 1994) and may 

also indicate the presence of a sequence boundary. 

Channel deposition was subsequently abandoned at Donkin and replaced by 

bayfill and well drained floodplain deposits equivalent in part to those at Lingan. 

The channel body at Sydney Mines was also abandoned (Enclosure 2). The 

intervening section up to the Stony Seam is mostly covered, but the Stony Seam 

sits on bayfills. At Sydney Mines the Emery to Stony interval is thicker than at 

Donkin (Fig. 4.1), implying enhanced crustal subsidence to accommodate the 

sediment supply. 

At Donkin, a second pulse of sediment resulted in the deposition of 

Channel-Body No. 2 (Group A) over a thin limestone. This indicates that water 

level had risen, drowning the bayfills perhaps to a maximum highstand prior to 

channel deposition. A thin limestone was also recognized. at Lingan resting 

directly on a thin coal just below bayfills and a poorly developed Stony Seam 

(Enclosure 3). 

Stony to Phalen Interval 

The Stony to Phalen Seam interval has well developed channel bodies at 

Black Rock Point, Sydney Mines and Donkin (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.1). The equivalent 

section at Lingan is dominated by interbedded bayfills·and well drained floodplain 

deposits (Enclosure 3). 

The channel body at Black Rock Point incises bayfill deposits just above 

the Stony Seam. This channel body has a predominant multi-storey bedload 

system style (Group A) with minor associated sinuous mixed load deposition 

(Group C1). There is episodic flow with intervening subaerial exposure. 

Paleoflow shifts from NE toN upward through the section (Figure 4.4). Storey # 
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2 has incised a thin peat layer now preserved as coal at the storey base. This coal 

may be a lower leaf of the Phalen Seam (Naylor et al., 1996). At Sydney Mines, 

Channel-Body No.2 incises floodplain deposits above the Stony Seam. The 

channel body has storeys that represent sinuous mixed load channels (Group C1) 

associated with storeys that represent low sinuosity sand flat systems (Group B), 

(Table 4.1). The sinuous channels contained bank attached barforms that were 

laterally equivalent to the sand flat systems and within-channel bars. Paleoflows 

swings from N to NW upward through the section (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4). The 

channel body was abandoned and capped by well drained floodplain deposits that 

include a calcrete paleosol and red mudstones. Although calcretes are developed 

in the Emery to Stony interval at Donkin, this is the first indication of oxidation of 

floodplain sediments during prolonged subaerial exposure having taken place in 

any of the cyclothems. A stratigraphically equivalent unit was described by J. 

Paul (unpublished data) at Vjctoria Mines (Fig. 4.1). The Phalen Seam is poorly 

developed at both locations. At Sydney Mines, coal splits of 5 em and 20 em 

respectively, are separated by 4.9 m of mudstone. The equivalent Phalen Seam at 

Victoria Mines has 18 em and 25 em coal splits separated by 15 em of 

carbonaceous mudstone. 

Correlation across the basin at this interval to the Donkin site is 

problematic. There appears to be some structural complications that are 

unresolved in the Port Caledonia- Donkin area (J. Paul, unpublished data). At 

Donkin, Channel-Body No.3 incises floodplain deposits and cuts out what has 

been interpreted to be the Stony Seam (Enclosure 4, Fig. 4.1). This channel body 

represents a multi-storey bedload system (Group A). The paleoflow shifts from 

NW toNE upward through the section (Fig. 4.4). The sequence is followed by a 

succession of poorly drained to well drained floodplain deposits and bayfills. 

This, in turn, is followed by Channel-Body No.4 and a thick succession of 



overlying interbedded floodplain and bayfill deposits described by J. Paul 
-

(unpublished data). Redbeds are not present. 

A clear pattern is seen for ·the frrst time in this cyclothem, in which coal 

seams formed at or near a maximum highstand are succeeded by a major clastic 

sediment influx channel associated with major bodies and/or valley fill 

development. The succession is linked to climate change and progradation. 

Progradation is typically followed by a drying period, further marine regression 

and/or base-level lowering, development of paleosols and localized oxidation 
I 

resulting in redbeds. 

Phalen to Unnamed Interval 
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The Phalen to Unnamed seam interval is represented by channel bodies at 

Victoria Mines (Channel-Body No. 1), Lingan (Channel-Body No. 1) and 

Dominion (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.2). Channel-Body No. 1 at Victoria Mines incises 

bayfills and comprises two lower storeys described as distributary mixed load 

subaqueous channel deposits (Group D2). Paleoflow at Victoria Mines is quite 

variable, from l15°to 360°, reflecting the rapid trough fill in a low gradient 

subaqueous environment. The distributary channels prograded perhaps into a 

brackish bay or interfluve lake. They were subsequently incised by Storey# 3, a 

Group A type channel body, followed by a more sinuous mixed load (Group C1) 

Storey # 4. Paleoflow is N to NW in an upward succession (Fig. 4.2). The 

channel body was abandoned and the site drowned , resulting in the Unnamed 

Seam and an overlying mediwn to dark grey wavy limestone with bivalves and 

ostracods, suggesting a brackish bay setting. Detailed faunal identification would 

verify a more precise interpretation of depositional environment. This limestone 

has been correlated basin wide by Naylor et al. (1996) and is referred to as the 

Phalen Limestone. This is significant because it represents a regional flooding 
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event, possibly a maximum flooding surlace, related to eustatic sea-level rise. 

Agglutinated foraminifera and freshwater thecamoebians from samples in this 

interval suggest marginal marine influence (Wightman et al., 1994 ). 
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Channel-Body No. 1 at Lingan incises bayfill deposits and cuts down to and 

partly into the underlying Phalen Seam (Enclosure 3 ). All three storeys that form 

Unit A of this channel body have coarse basal lags and abundant fossil plant 

material. They have been classified as sinuous mixed load channels (Group C1). 

Paleoflow is to the NE (Fig. 4.4, Table 4.2). Following temporary abandonment 

of this site, and reduction of sediment supply, a sequence of bayfills was deposited 

(Unit B). The site was reactivated by Storey# 4 which maintained the same NE 

paleoflow direction and same general morphology as the storeys within Unit A. It 

is a Group C2 type (sinuous suspended load) channel body and incises through and 

amalagamates with the top of Unit A, becoming fmer upwards. Channel 

abandonment was followed by a return to well drained floodplain deposits and dry 

conditions as indicated by a regional paleosol, "calcrete# 1 ", of Naylor et al. 

(1996), which marks a sequence boundary (Tandon and Gibling, in press). 

The channel body at Dominion incises a limestone and shale sequence 

formed in a lake or bay at a maximum flooding stage. This sequence sits on a thin 

leaf of the Phalen Seam. The lower two storeys of the channel body have a NW 

paleoflow direction and form Group B type (low sinuosity sand flat) systems. 

They may have been supplying sediment to the Lingan area at this time. Prior to 

channel abandonment and drowning, the depositional style changed to a sinuous 

mixed-load channel(Group C1), and the paleoflow direction shifted to the NE. 

During this interval, it would appear that two sites were prominent for 

channel development, the Bras d'Or site (not evaluated in this study) and the 

Lingan site. The Donkin area was bypassed and the channel systems shifted to the 

west. 
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This interval is significant from the standpoint of channel morphology in 

that it exhibits a change from a dominance of low sinuosity Group A and B type 

systems, with some minor C1 type channels, to a more diverse set of channel 

systems with increased sinuosity . This implies an more base level influence 

promoting lateral migration and avulsion of channel bodies. It may also imply that 

the relative position of the outcrop site may be closer to a paleocoastline in a 

coastal plain setting. 

Unnamed to Backpit Interval 

This interval is represented in the study area by channel bodies at Big Bras 

d'Or, Victoria Mines, (Channel-Bodies # 2 and# 3) Lingan (Channel-Body No. 2) 

and Port Caledonia (Channel-Bodies #1 and# 2), (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.2). The 

channel body at Big Bras d'Or has been subdivided into two storeys. The 

lowermost storey incises bayfills and mouth-bars that inunediately overlie the 

Unnamed Seam. It has been described as a distributary, bedload channel deposit 

(Group D1) and was subsequently incised by a Group C2 sinuous suspended load 

channel body (Storey# 2). The underlying bayfills and mouth-bars are interpreted 

to represent highstand deposits that represent a gradual seaward retreat following 

the maximum flooding stage above the Unnamed Seam. The subsequent channel 

development follows a similar depositional sequence of aggradation. The 

increased suspended load and sinuosity of this channel body and the capping of 

the unit by a thin coal following channel abandonment, indicates that this site had 

a low gradient and was incising a poorly drained floodplain shortly after maximum 

flood stage. The paleoflow is NE in the lower storey, shifting to SE in the upper 

storey (Table 4.2, Figure 4.4). TheSE paleoflow direction within a generally 

northerly flow system is interpreted as a function of the position of outcrop and the 

sinuous nature of the channel body. A subsequent channel body below the· 
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Backpit Seam was not evaluated in this study. 

The Unnamed to Backpit interval at Victoria Mines is represented by two 

channel bodies. The lowermost, Channel-Body No.2, is single storeyed and 

rather small compared to other channel bodies studied. It is unique in that it 

represents an ephemeral, rapid flood event, and it is considered to be a channel 

flood fill (Group E). The paleoflow is anomalous at 160° (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4), a 

function of local topography or site of exposure. The channel body sits just above 

a limestone, possibly stratigraphically equivalent to the Phalen Limestone (Naylor 

et at., 1996), indicative of a maximum flooding zone. It cut through a forested 

mire, and was perhaps a side tributary to a larger channel body to the east. This 

type of channel body was not identified at other sites studied which may reflect its 

ephemeral nature. Another explanation for the perceived sparsity of preservation 

of this channel type may be that subsequent channel bodies have reoccupied 

earlier courses and either cut out oi amalgamated with the previous channel body; 

giving the appearance of a multi-storeyed channel body with large intraformational 

basal woody fragments, represented by Se surfaces in multi-storey bodies. An 

erosional scour above the base, reworking of lower strata, change in grain size at 

the bounding surface and possible paleocurrent direction reorientation, may all be 

contributing criteria to the recognition of other such channel flood fill deposits. 

Channel-Body No.2 is overlain by grey mud rocks formed in a poorly drained 

floodplain and capped by a bayfill fme sandstone. This, in turn, is incised by 

Channel-Body No.3, described as a Group A type multi-storey bedload channel 

body, with a low sinuosity (braided) planform . The very coarse basal lag has 

mudstone intraclasts, fossil carbonaceous fragments and some limestone clasts, 

suggesting that the channel body had incised a nearby lake deposit. The channel 

body fines up, has a NW paleoflow direction (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4) and is capped by 

a rooted, nodular, calcareous and ferruginous unit, which is one of the best 
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developed calcrete units in the SMF. Siltstones with similar fabric to the calcrete 

overlie the channel body, suggesting a change in ground water level to a well 

drained floodplain, a drying period and a possible sequence boundruy - the base of 

the Backpit sequence. 

Channel-Body No. 2 at Lingan has a similar appearance to that of Channel

Body No. 3 at Victoria Mines and may be stratigraphically equivalent. Channel

Body No.2 incises into a black limestone (the Phalen Limestone) and incorporates 

some of the limestone intraclasts in the lower very coarse basal 2 m. It also has 

been classified as a bedload (Group A) channel body. The channel body gradually 

fmes up. Although a discrete storey boundruy marking a transition to a channel 

abandonment fill sequence was not recognized, that boundruy may exist 

approximately 4.5 m from the top where the grain size changes to fine sand with 

siltstone and mudstone interbeds. This upper unit may be individually classified 

as a sinuous suspended load (Group C2) channel body. There are no paleoflow 

measurements from the upper unit to verify this, however. The channel body has a 

northerly paleoflow direction (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4). Channel-Body No.2 follows a 

maximum flood stage and may lie within a highstand systems tract. Alternatively, 

the base may mark a major basinward shift in facies and represent a sequence 

boundary and valley formation. It is a major channel body in the study area with 

considerable vertical aggradation. To reiterate an earlier statement in Chapter 3, 

this channel body may amalgamate with or cut out the underlying sequence above 

the Phalen Seam, offshore in the colliery area (Naylor et al., 1996). The transition 

from channel abandonment to poorly drained floodplain to mire (Backpit Seam) to 

lake or bay (limestone) follows. 

Channel-Body No. 1 at Port Caledonia conunences just above a paleosol 

located in a wave cut platform. This marks a sequence boundary for the Backpit 

cyclothem. This channel body has been interpreted as a Group C2 sinuous 
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suspended load meandering channel. It is capped by bayfill sandstones and another 

paleosol, possibly part of a lowstand systems tract. Paleoflow measurements were 

not taken but the ridge-and-swale topography is clearly visible with IHS. 

Channel-Body No. 2 at Port Caledonia has a NE paleoflow and is a multi

storey low sinuosity bedload system (Group A), (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4). It is 

overlain by the Backpit Seam, so this channel body may be part of a transition to a 

poorly drained floodplain and mire within a transgressive systems tract. A 

maximum flooding surface lies witlrin the limestone that sits directly on the 

Backpit Seam, and may indicate marine influence again (White et al. ,). This 

pattern is similar to that seen at the coeval section at Lingan. 

Backpit to Bouthillier Interval 

This interval is represented by Channel-Body No.3 at Lingan and Channel

Bodies# 3 and# 4 at Port Caledonia (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.3). Channel-Body No.3 at 

Lingan makes a deep incision (6 m) into poorly drained floodplain deposits of a 

highstand systems tract. Vertical aggradation deposits overlap the incision. The 

basal erosional surface locally cuts into a thin limestone and rider seam above the 

limestone (Backpit maximum flooding surface). Inaccessibility did not permit 

measurements to be taken but the lower part of Storey # 1 appears to be of a 

bedload (Group A) type, making an upward transition to a Group Blow sinuosity 

sand flat system. Storey# 2 maintains this channel morphology giving way to 

bayfills and well drained floodplain deposits (Unit B). These are capped by a 

paleosol, forming a sequence boundary (the base of the Bouthillier sequence) 

vertical aggradation deposits-overlap the incision. Red and grey mudstones 

underlie the Bouthillier seam indicating a brief oxidation period resulting from 

subaerial exposure, followed by a reduction period producing grey strata then coal. 

Channel-Body No. 3 at Port Caledonia incises into the maximum flooding 
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surface of the limestone above the Backpit Seam. The composite thickness of 18.6 

m is quite significant in terms of channel fill accumulation. It is comparable in 

thickness and fluvial style to the-amalgamated Channel-Body No. 1, in the Phalen 

to Unnamed interval at Lingan. The channel body has been classified into three 

types commencing with bedload (Group A) at the base, becoming more sinuous 

laterally and upward, and changing to sinuous mixed load (Group C1) type. 

Bedload (Group A) type is reactivated following incision and infill by Storey# 6. 

A return to sinuous mixed load (Group C1) is followed by suspended load (Group 

C2) and channel abandonment. Paleoflow is quite variable (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.4) 

reflecting the fluctuation in channel morphology sediment supply and flow stage. 

Channel-Body No.4 has a similar morphology to the upper part of Storey# 7 in 

the underlying channel body. An increase in sediment supply brought a return to 

the bedload channels (Group A) of Storey# 2. The channel body is overlain by 

well drained floodplain deposits that include paleosols (Fig. 4.3), possibly the 

Bouthillier sequence bmmdary and a lowstand systems tract. 

In general, there is an upward change of fluvial style. The dominance of 

low sinuosity Groups A and B in the lower cyclothems is in accordance with the 

fluvial style of the underlying SBF. There is a relatively constant paleoflow 

direction throughout, consistent through the SBF and SMF (Gibling et al., 1992). 
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4.3 DISCUSSION 

Varying conditions during the deposition of channel bodies in the lower 

Sydney Mines Formation yielded a diversity of channel body and storey 

morphologies. In general, the diversity of channel body morphologies increases 

upward through the cyclothem intervals. Low sinuosity braided and sand sheet 

systems dominate in the McRmy, Emery and Stony cyclothems. A transition to 

more sinuous bank attached barform systems in association with low sinuosity 

systems occurs within the Stony to Phalen interval. The Phalen to Unnamed seam 

interval cyclothem marks a change from low to high diversity of channel body 

geometries. This diversity continues through the Unnamed to Backpit and Backpit 

to Bouthillier cyclothems. It is important to note that the low sinuosity multi

storey bedload systems (braided) persist, however, throughout the entire section 

studied. 

A number of controlling factors are inferred to have contributed to the 

diversity of channel body morphology, such as: depositional gradient; tectonism; 

relative sea-level (RSL ), possibly influenced by glaciation in Gondwanaland 

(Crowell, 1978; Veevers and Powell, 1987; Maynard and Leeder, 1992); climate; 

RSL and climate, in turn, may have been controlled by, or at least influenced by 

Milankovitch orbital cycles (Berger, 1977; Heckel, 1986; Leeder, 1988; Collier et 

al., 1990; Gibling and Bird, 1994; Saunders, ·1995); local topography; substrate 

erosional resistance; rate of sediment accommodation relative to sediment supply; 

proximity to source of sediment supply; configuration of receiving basin; and 

relative position of outcrop setting to paleocoastline. Different controlling factors 

could have been more significant at different stages of sequence development in 

the study area, or all factors could be considered. Relative position of outcrop 

setting to paleocoastline in concert with base-level change, climate and degree of 
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substrate resistance to erosion could possibly have been the dominant controlling 

factors contributing to channel body diversity. The dominance of Group A and B 

channel bodies in the earlier cyclothems indicates that there not only was abundant 

sediment supply and accommodation, but that the depositional setting of the 

outcrops apparently were closer to an alluvial plain I braidplain than coastal plain 

environment. The fluvial systems maintained the course of the underlying South 

Bar and Waddens Cove Fotmations, filling paleovalleys defmed by earlier bedrock 

structural controls, local topographic highs or lows and gradient adjustments. The 

dominance of alluvial braidplains restricted the development of thick peat 

accumulation in the study area. Thicker peat and therefore coal may have 

developed basinward away from the braidplain and more toward a coastal plain 

environment. 

The well developed cyclothems of the Sydney Mines Formation commence 

in the Stony to Phalen interval. This may reflect a closer proximity of outcrop 

location to the coastal plain environment, as indicated by the sinuous fluvial style. 

As was previously mentioned, the inferred sequence boundary within a typical 

cyclothem commences on top of a nodular calcrete/palustrine limestone paleosol 

(Tandon and Gibling, in press). This surface implies a lowstand systems tract. 

Calcretes may be sequence boundaries, equivalent to some valleys, or may be local 

dryland facies capping abandoned channel belts. This has regional implications 

related to climatic controls on terrestrial depositional systems. These calcretes 

may be good marker horizons in the mine areas for regional or local correlation, as 

are limestones such as the Phalen Limestone. 

At or near the sequence boundary, incipient channel body incision would 

have occurred, cutting down through underlying coastal plain bayfills, previously 

deposited in a highstand systems tract, to and occasionally through underlying 

limestone and coal, that mark a previous maximum flooding surface and cyclothem 
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b01mdary. As RSL rose, a transgressive systems tract would have commenced. As 

sediment supply continued, channel and/or valley fill aggradation and clastic 

sediment accommodation occurred. Group A fluvial style may be common 

initially and may be associated with Group B and C1 or C2• The Group E channel 

body may have been a side tributary or the initial phase of aggradation on an 

incision surface. Only one example of this type of fluvial style was recognized in 

isolation. Other examples may exist, but may be amalgamated with other channel 

body systems and disguised as coarse basal lag deposits. Locally, well drained 

floodplain deposits would have prevailed until water levels had risen sufficiently 

to back up the fluvial system, change base-level, gradient and fluvial style. The 

resulting channel geometry would have transformed from low sinuosity systems to 

more sinuous systems in an upward succession. Group D channel bodies are more 

closely associated with sediment influx into standirig bodies of water which are 

common in a coastal plain setting. The low gradient imposed by this setting would 

promote more sinuous fluvial style of a channel deposition. As sea-level rose, the 

climatic conditions may have become more humid also. Higher humidity could 

translate into more precipitation inland towards the headwaters of the river 

systems and thereby sustain sediment supply, possibly on a perennial basis, with 

seasonal fluctuations, resulting in variability in flow stage dynamics . 

The Phalen cyclothem exhibits a marked diversification in fluvial style. 

There appears to be more allocyclic controls affecting the fluvial systems inferred 

to have been in the form of marine influences, due to the closer proximity of the 

coast. Thick economic coals like the Phalen and Backpit seams mark major 

flooding periods in close association with succeeding limestones. This flooding 

provided standing water which was filled with bayfill sediments of a highstand 

systems tract. A transition to regressive conditions followed, accompanied by 

progradation leading to a lowstand level, channel incision, then aggradation 
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marking a readvance of a coastline or transgressive systems tract. In this way we 

not only see thick peat accumulation, but there is also a close association with 

incising channel bodies forming roof rock that is of concern in an underground 

mine. Above the Phalen seam, such incising channels are typically of Group A, C, 

D orE style, laterally discontinuous narrow bodies reflecting base-level influence. 

Because of the fibrous nature of the peat fabric there is a resistance to erosion, so 

rarely is there incision completely through the peat. Periodic autocyclic clastic 

influxes into adjacent floodplain and mire areas may have caused splits to develop 

in the coal seams, possibly encouraged by differential compaction of peat and 

floodplain sediments above pre-existing channel bodies. The incising channels 

commonly have very coarse to coarse basal lags and some are amalgamated with 

younger bodies. 

Some possible valley fills may cut deeply and actually incise through coal 

(e.g. Phalen Colliery)- Group A. Without more comprehensive data, it is difficult 

to prove that these channel bodies are valley fills; if this is so, they may also 

represent sequence boundaries and lowstand systems tracts. A basinward 

equivalent may result in thick shallow marine reworked siliciclastic sequences. 

All would be potential hydrocarbon reservoirs, assuming the presence of a 

juxtaposed source rock. Channel sandstones on coals would also make excellent 

hydrocarbon reservoirs, trapped by overbank fmes. Suitable porosity and 

permeability conditions would also be required. The adjacent mature coal and 

black organic-rich limestone and shale would potentially make good source rock 

for hydrocarbon generation. 

Hydrocarbon exploration companies have successfully utilized 3-D seismic 

profiling to delineate traps in incised paleovalleys in the western Canada 

sedimentary basin. The same technology could be used for offshore exploration 

for hydrocarbons. This technique could also be applied by the mining industry to 
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assist them in mapping underground economic coal seams and major associated 

channel bodies that form roof rock. Drill core and vertical seismic profiling could 

also be helpful in determining the velocity characterization related to the 

stratigraphy. This could then be integrated with the 3-D seismic to enhance the 

time to depth resolution. 



CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

The lower Sydney Mines Formation (SMF) provides excellent examples of 

diversity of fluvial style of ancient channel body systems from outcrop exposures 

over a distance of 45 km along depositional strike. The channel body diversity 

was controlled by a number of factors, relative sea-level fluctuations, climate 

change and substrate variability of resistance to incision probably being the 

dominant ones. The following are the main points that summarize the principal 

conclusions of this thesis: 

1. Of the twenty channel bodies studied, seven channel body groups were 

recognised. Group A comprises multi-storey bodies that were deposited 

from large sandy bedload systems with low sinuosity (braided) channel planforms 

which may be valley fills . Group B comprises planar sand sheets and within

channel bars formed in low sinuosity, sand-flat systems. Group C displays lateral 

accretion surfaces and ridge-and-swale topography, representing sinuous mixed

load (C1) and suspended load (C2) channel bodies. Group D comprises narrow 

channel bodies that cut bayfill and mouthbar deposits, and represent distributary 

bedload (D1) and mixed-load (D2) channel bodies. Group E represents thin, 

channel fills deposited during individual flood events. Some channel bodies may 

be single storey, while others may comprise several storeys that represent two or 

more groups. 

2. The channel body groups are closely linked to stratigraphic level within 

cyclothems. This observation becomes more prevalent higher in the SMF. The 

typical well developed cyclothems fit into the context of the sequence stratigraphy 

model. The roof of the thick economic coal seams, in close association with black, 
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organic-rich, fossiliferous, well indurated limestone and shale which represent 

condensed sections, indicate maximum flooding surfaces. A subsequent highstand 

systems tract is represented by bayfill deposits that are cut by distributary channels 

(D1, D2). Both bayfills and distributary channels are commonly incised by the 

larger sinuous river systems of Group C. Relative sea-level then progressively 

dropped to a lowstand sequence boundary, represented by nodular calcretes and 

suggesting arid climatic conditions. Coincidental deep channel incision occurred 

(typically below low sinuosity channel bodies of Group A and B), bypassing the 

area and producing a forced regression. Gradual relative sea-level rise promoted 

channel body aggradation, localized subaerial exposure producing red beds, then 

eventual drowning and more bayfill deposition and peat formation. Humid 

climatic conditions are inferred for the latter phase. 

3. The typical well developed cyclothem is not visible in outcrop until the 

Stony to Phalen stratigraphic interval, in which thick coal seams are developed. 

Within this interval the fluvial style makes a transition from a dominance of low 

sinuosity, braidplain and sheet sand channel systems (Group A and B 

respectively), also present in the underlying South Bar and Waddens Cove 

Formations, to more sinuous but variable fluvial systems of Groups C, D and E. 

The change in observed fluvial style may be a function of relative position of 

outcrop to paleocoastline in conjunction with fluctuation of base-level. 

4. Some channel bodies have amalgamated to form thick, multi-storey units, 

on the order of 18m in composite thickness. These multi-storey units may include 

Group E channel bodies in their bases. An understanding of the geometry of these 

large amalgamated channel body systems has important implications for 

underground coal mining operations. The utilization of 3-D reflection seismic 
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techniques, traditionally considered the domain of hydrocarbon explorationists, 

could also be applied to help understand the complexities of the relationships of 

the channel bodies in association with thick economic coal seams in underground 

mining operations. If good porosity and permeability is developed within these 

larger channel bodies, they would also have good potential for hydrocarbon 

accumulation. 
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